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SECRETARY'S ANNOUNCEMENTS
SOME FORTHCOMING EVENTS: SEE ALSO THE
'SOCIETY NOTICES' ON PAGES 64-65

Wednesday 15 September 1999 at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the
Royal Over-Seas League, Park Place, off St James's
Street, London SW1, Andrew Lycett (a member of our
Council) on his new biography of Kipling, scheduled
for publication in September.
Wednesday 17 November 1999 at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the
Royal Over-Seas League, Ken Frazer (a former
member of our Council) on "Cities of Dreadful Night".
Wednesday 16 February 2000 at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the
Royal Over-Seas League, Professor Yoshiaki Kuwano
on "Kipling in Japan".
Wednesday 12 April 2000 at 5.30 for 6 p.m. at the Royal
Over-Seas League, a meeting of the Society. (Speaker
to be announced.)
Wednesday 3 May 2000 at 12.30 for 1 p.m. at the Royal
Over-Seas League, the Society's Annual Luncheon.
(Guest speaker to be announced; and application forms,
for tickets of admission, to be distributed with the
December Journal.)
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GEORGE COTTAR'S MAP OF HIS DREAM COUNTRY
set within a decorative frame of poppies drawn by Orson Lowell,
for a special American edition of "The Brushwood Boy" in 1899
[For fuller information see pages 8-9]
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A NOTE ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATION ON PAGE 6
There are two distinct elements in this rather weird picture. First the
sketch-map itself, reduced from one drawn presumably by Kipling. It
is confined in a circle, except for three notes outside (in the lower righthand space). This map did not feature in the standard English edition
(by Macmillan) of The Day's Work, and will be unfamiliar to many
readers, though it was printed in the American editions published by
Doubleday & McClure – also by Scribner's.
The second element is the decorated frame of poppies (symbolising
sleep), added by an American artist, Orson Lowell, for a special edition
of "The Brushwood Boy" published in 1899 by Doubleday & McClure
as a lavishly illustrated book.
The core is the "rough sketch" by George Cottar (of "The Brushwood
Boy" in The Day's Work- see Austin Asche's article at pages 26 to 41).
Being "a most methodical person", Cottar kept his sketch-map up to
date. The annotation can only be read with difficulty and a magnifying
glass, and some errors or disputable readings are very likely.
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The inscriptions outside the circle are the initials G.H.C. (for George Cottar), S (for
south), and the words No scale. Also a note about the Thirty-Mile Ride: A: 30 m Ride
ends here. Dismount and walk over to lamp-post. B: 30 m Ride ends in mountains and
tunnels. Also some dates: 17.6.89; 15.11.89; 13.2.90; 15.4.90; 2.7.90; 23.8.90; 14.7.91.
The Sea of Dreams includes, in the south, a Steamer port, with dates: 15.8.87; 8.1.88;
10.5.89; 14.7.89; 3.10.90; 11.2.91. Thence a route to 'Hong-Kong' and 'Java', with a
note on the eastern side: Something seen here June 18.88; Oct 15.89; Feb 10.90.
The Thirty-Mile Ride was along the western shore of the Sea of Dreams, with its
alternative terminal points A and B shown in the south and north respectively. Either way,
the middle stretch of the Ride is along a line of high cliffs.
North of the Sea of Dreams is the Unknown Continent, with a straight line to indicate
approximately its Coast unknown, and a note: (sea heard Oct 19. 88 and May 13. 89).
Lily Lock is on this coast, with dates, Aug 18. 87; Jan 8. 88; May 10. 89; July 14. 89; Oct
8. 90.
Above the word Continent is an odd shape inscribed: Saw Coast here May 1; and
above Unknown is the entry: Lost here Aug 16. 87 and 18.6.88.
Moving thence anticlockwise through the rest of the map, we find the terrifying House
of [the] Sick Thing, 1.4.90 and a line to the west of it, inscribed Limit known; then, in an
area of Tropical Desert, a square mark, labelled Mines, with four dates: Jan 17. 88; Jan
30. 89; Jan 8. 90; and Sept 9. 91.
Next, a short length of Railway, with a rectangle signifying a station, and the words
Railway people (who, it may be remembered, "sat at breakfast-tables covered with
roses", and were "all unfriendly"). The relevant dates seem to be Oct 24. 89; 4.8.90;
7.11.90; and one quite unreadable.
Continuing southward, we see three dated references to those sinister and hostile
beings whom Cottar and the girl referred to as 'Them': 16.3.90,14.7.90 and 16.8.90, Met
Them. Then, to the east, a line of low sandhills, to the west, a stretch of River with an
island and a ford; and dates, July 10.89 and May 18.90 and Aug 27. 90.
Nearby is the City we burned, Oct 17. 89 and May 15. 90. We are now on a Down, with
a note: Lights seen (City of Sleep?) Jan 5.90. There remains a Valley to cross, then a High
Down to climb and another unpropitious encounter with Them, on an unreadable date.
Thence down into another Valley, and along a short path from the Lamp to the Pile of
brushwood on the Sand beside the sea. near to the moorings of the clockwork steamer –
and the circuit is complete – Ed.
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EDITORIAL
Next month, October 1999, will mark the 100th anniversary of the
outbreak of the Boer War. Kipling was passionately concerned about the
war, throughout. Politically – as befitted an imperialist who was
enormously attracted by the overall potential of South Africa, and was a
friend of Rhodes and Milner – he had supported a firm line vis-à-vis the
intransigent President Paul Kruger of the Afrikaner republic of the
Transvaal. He accepted that the long record of Anglo-Boer friction, and
the cultural incompatibility of the two sides (not to mention Jameson's
Raid), had made the resort to arms inevitable. Later, when the war was
over, he was dismayed by the political settlement which ensued. He saw
it as a sell-out to the Boers by a deplorable Liberal government in London.
On the outbreak of war, quite aside from the tangled politics of the
region, he cared acutely about how the British Army, whose unofficial
laureate he had become, would fare against such an elusive and mobile
enemy, exceptionally skilled in the use of the rifle.
His first contribution to the war effort was a fund-raising poem, "The
Absent-Minded Beggar", published by the Daily Mail on 31 October
1899, appealing for a welfare fund for soldiers' families. Beginning,
'When you've shouted "Rule Britannia," when you've sung "God save
the Queen,'" it quickly became all the rage in Britain; it was illustrated
by Caton Woodville and printed on paper, on silk and on china; and was
sung, to the music of Sir Arthur Sullivan, in theatres up and down the
land, with all profits going to the fund.
It was a natural target for good-humoured parody, and was amusingly
taken off in Punch, where much was made of the ludicrous
misunderstanding by an Italian translator who, assuming that "absentminded" meant inattentive, and "beggar" meant one who begged, had
seriously produced a rendering entitled "Il Mendicante Distratto".
Punch in December 1899 published two 'amended' stanzas in an
'improved' English version, submitted (so the joke ran) by an Italian who
had found Kipling incomprehensible, and had decided to re-write it –
"When you've cried out 'Govern Britain' – when you've sung 'God
help the Queen' – / When you've wholly swallowed Kruger with your
mouth – / Will you drop a buona mono in my little tambourine, / For a
mister who is – hark ye – ordered South? / He's a mendicant distracted,
and his feebleness is great / But we and Paul must catch him when we
find him – / He's actually a servant, wiping something off a plate / And
he's left a little lottery behind him! /
There are families of thousands in a rent house falling through, / And
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it's more than rather likely there's a goat; / They'll place their twinkling
bedposts up a spout or ev'n a flue, / 'Cause the man that begs the alms
is now afloat. / He's an inattentive mendicant, and may forget it all, /
But we would not have his little goats remind him / That we sent them
to the cookhouse while their daddy butted Paul, / So we'll help the kids
that Billy left behind him!"
That appeared on 6 December 1899, but in a few days the joke went
sour, overshadowed by the calamitous news of the 'Black Week' when,
between 10 and 15 December, reports reached an astounded public of
three separate defeats – heavy and humiliating – of British forces at
Stormberg, Magersfontein and Colenso. The painful news jolted the
British out of their complacency, but increased their determination to win
the war. Very soon it became apparent that the Army could not expect an
early victory, and Kipling had to realise that, quite apart from the
discredited generals, the capability of more junior officers was glaringly
in question. He had idealised the British officer in India (see an article
about "The Brushwood Boy" in this present issue), and now he felt it his
duty to expose the flaws revealed in the novel circumstances of fighting
Boer farmers. Two stories reflected his disillusionment.
The first was "The Way that he Took", published in the Daily Express
in June 1900, collected in Land and Sea Tales (1923), also collected in
Kipling: War Stories and Poems, edited by Andrew Rutherford (Oxford
World's Classics, 1990). In it the smug pomposity of a British colonel,
who refuses to accept an inconvenient warning about a Boer ambush
awaiting his column, is revealed. The other story, "The Outsider", is a
pitiless exposure of the stubborn incompetence of a subaltern in South
Africa with the "Royal Rutlandshires". Walter Setton is an arrogant snob,
whose self-centred conceit unfits him for any serious responsibility. This
story was also printed in the Daily Express in June 1900, where its
inherent bitterness must have made disconcerting reading. It was only
collected in the great posthumous editions (Sussex, volume XXX;
Burwash, volume XXIII), but it likewise featured in Andrew Rutherford's
book.
In the end, Kipling philosophically concluded that the hard-won
experience of the Boer War was of value as a first-class 'dress-rehearsal
for Armageddon', and in retrospect, that "We have had an Imperial
lesson. / It may make us an Empire yet!"

ANDREW LYCETT'S BIOGRAPHY OF KIPLING. (See the Secretary's note on page
41.) I have received an advance copy of this book, but too late for review in this issue. It
is an admirable biography, of the highest quality, an exceptionally important contribution
to the subject, and it will be reviewed in our December issue. – Ed.
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ANNUAL LUNCHEON, 1999
The Kipling Society's Annual Luncheon, on 5 May 1999, was once
again very successfully held at the Royal Over-Seas League, London.
The Guest of Honour was Mr David Alan Richards of New York, now
the Society's North American Representative. The occasion was, as
always, much enjoyed by members and their guests. The attendance, of
over 100, included the following:Col J.R.Archer-Burton; Mrs R.F.Archer-Burton; Mr P.M.Armstrong; Mrs S.Axelson;
Mrs L.A.Ayers; Lt.Col R.C.Ayers; Mr R.Ayrton; Mrs G.M.Bligh; Mr J.Bligh; Mr
R.A.Bissolotti; Mr B.J.Bolt; Mrs G.J.Bolt; Mrs M.R.K.Brade; Mr N.Brade; Mrs
E.H.Brock; Dr M.Brock; Prof.Hugh Brogan; Dr C.D.Brown; Dr W.N.Brown; Mrs
N.Bursill; Mr J.Bynoe; Mrs B.Caseley Dickson; Field Marshal Sir John Chapple; Lady
Chapple; Mr B.Coffey; Mr A.Cowie; Mme H.Coustillas; Prof. P.Coustillas; Mrs
H.M.Craig; Mr R.J.W.Craig; Mrs C.M.Croly; Mr J.Cunningham; Sir George Engle; Lady
Engle; Mr N.Entract; Mr R.R.Feilden; Mrs B.J.Galyer; Dr F.M.Hall; Mrs V.Hall; Mr
P.G.S.Hall; Miss A.Harcombe; Mrs N.Holmes; Mrs C.Humphrey; Mrs E.Inglis; Mr
C.B.Jackson; Dr P.S.Jackson; Mr D.G.S.Jameson; Mr J.W.Keffer; Mrs J.M.Keskar; Mr
S.D.J.Keskar; Mrs C.A.Key; Mr W.H.B.Key; Mr J.G.N.King; Mr J.N.King; Mr
K.Kirkwood; Mrs H.Kuwano; Mr Y.Kuwano; Dr J.D.Lewins; Mrs J.M.Lewins; Mrs
L.A.F.Lewis; Mr P.H.T.Lewis; Mr A.M.D.Lycett; Lt.Col C.H.T.MacFetridge; Mr
H.S.G.Mather; Mrs J.Matthews; Mrs D.McGuirk; Mr J.M.McGuirk; Mr P.Merry; Mr
J.L.Morgan; Mrs M.Morgan; Mr M.J.Moynihan; Mr R.Newell; Sir Derek Oulton; Mr
G.C.G.Philo; Mrs S.Pinney; Prof.T.Pinney; Mr G.F.C.Plowden; Mrs A.Plowden;
Brigadier R.B.C.Plowden; Mr J.Radcliffe; Mr D.A.Richards; Mrs M.Richards; M
M.Rives; Mme M.Rives; Mr J.Robinson; Mr O.H.Robinson; Mrs F.Robinson; Mrs
B.G.Schreiber; Prof.G.Selim; Dr E.P.Mayberry-Senter; Mr M.Senter; Miss
L.Shaughnessy; Lady Sinclair; Mr J.F.Slater; Mrs A.J.Smith; Mr J.W.M.Smith; Mr
G.L.Wallace; Miss J. Wallwork-Wright; Sir Gerald Warner; Mrs J.Webb; Dr D.G.Wilson;
Mrs N.Wintner.
Apologies had been received from:- Mr N.W. Biggs; Mr & Mrs Stanley Clayton; Mr John
Comyn; Sir Ian & Lady Critchett; Sir Geoffrey Ellerton; Mr John McGivering; Mrs
M.Moynihan; Mrs R.P. Plowden; Miss M.S. Morison; Dr Gillian Sheehan; Mr & Mrs
Shamus Wade: Mr George Webb.

A NOTE ON THE GUEST OF HONOUR

Mr David Alan Richards is the senior real estate partner in the New
York office of Sidley & Austin, and has chaired both the Real Property
Section of the American Bar Association and the Anglo-American Real
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Property Institute. He has been described in the London-based Euromoney
magazine as one of the world's leading Real Estate lawyers.
After graduating at Yale, he continued his education in England, as a
Keasby Scholar at Cambridge. A Kipling reader since childhood, his
interest in Kipling's works was re-kindled at Cambridge, where his
subjects of historical study included the Victorian British Empire and the
first World War. He has been seriously and comprehensively collecting
Kipling for some years, and now has one of the finest collections in the
world. Some choice items of his material have been displayed at the
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, at Yale. Mr Richards is
respected for his encyclopaedic knowledge of the subject; and is now
preparing, for the Oak Knoll Press / Paul Winchester Bibliographies, the
first new Kipling bibliography since the appearance forty years ago of the
Stewart & Yeats compilation, published by Dalhousie University in
Canada. Incidentally, an article by Mr Richards, concerning Kipling and
a poem called "Old Johnny Grundy", was at pages 32-34 in our issue of
June 1999.
THE CHAIRMAN, ON THE STATE OF THE KIPLING SOCIETY
The Chairman of Council, Mr Gordon Philo, spoke briefly about the state of the Society.
To avoid unnecessary repetition (in view of the Council's formal Annual Report published
at pages 47 to 50 of this issue) we are not recording his statement. Next, he introduced the
guest speaker.

TEXT OF MR RICHARDS'S ADDRESS,
"COLLECTING KIPLING"

"Collecting Kipling" is not a subject which has previously engaged this
Society at an Annual Luncheon. Our organisation has historically been
composed of admirers of Kipling's poetry and prose, be they simply
readers, or literary critics, or students of his life and times as a public
figure of the English-speaking world. To admire that written work, one
does not need to own it – although many of you do, in individual volumes
or collected sets – and certainly, to practise that admiration, one need not
collect Kipling first editions. By 'first edition', book collectors mean the
first printing of an author's work, independently, between its own covers
(this definition thus excludes appearances in newspapers and magazines).
In Kipling's case, that means not only books and pamphlets, but
sometimes even leaflets and broadsides.
So I am conscious that, while you all must have seen the announcement
of the title of these remarks, and paid your subscriptions anyway, you are
probably not collectors of Kipling, and remain to be convinced of the
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merits of the enterprise. Indeed you may even privately share the opinion
of the American poet Robert Frost, who said, "Collecting is the lowest
form of literary appreciation. Very low."
Frost's contempt was probably founded on an artist's disdain for
what has frequently been called the "game" of book-collecting, the
supposedly juvenile aspects of "play" and "score-keeping" inherent in
the systematic acquisition of an author's works. And those aspects are
indeed primary characteristics. But there is more. To quote former
Kipling Society Librarian W.G.B. Maitland, writing just over a halfcentury ago in our Journal in an article (the only such article) entitled
"The Collecting Game":
Behind nearly every item in my library of books there lies a story
of how it came into my possession and, as I handle them and refer
to them, I re-live the pleasure and excitement their acquisition has
given me. To the uninitiated – the man who has never been bitten
by the collecting bug – I can only quote Kipling himself and say,
"But who can show a blind man colour?"
Today, I will try to show you colour. More specifically, I will share with
you some examples of what book-collectors have unearthed and
preserved for everyone interested in the work and life of Rudyard
Kipling. But first, a few more words in explanation of the genus
"collector", before moving on to that marvellous species, the "Kipling
collector".
Professor G. Thomas Tanselle of Columbia University has observed
in a recent essay :The [collecting] process can be analyzed into several components,
which include creation of order, fascination with chance, curiosity
about the past, and desire for understanding . . .[T]he gathering of
tangible things entails a constant engagement with contingency,
and one is dazzled by the diverse succession of things that pass
one's way . . .[But w]hat one finds is still a matter of chance. The
connection between collecting and gambling has often been made:
both involve jousting with fate. . .
The Kipling collector often feels he's jousting not only with fate, but
with RK himself: there are so many editions, so many titles, and yet, so
few copies of several of them – all results intended by this author. It has
been said that the history of Kipling's bibliography is the most complex
of any modern author, and the causes are many. His publishing career,
including posthumous first editions, extended over sixty-three years
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(from 1881 through 1944, eight years after his death); and over four
thousand separate printings of his work exist. Much of his prose and
verse appeared in newspapers and magazines far from the world's
literary capitals; and their first book publication was spread over six
continents – in India, England, the United States and Canada, Australia
and New Zealand, Chile and South Africa. His earliest work in familypublished paperbacks and provincial newspapers is extremely rare; and
much now known to be from his teenage journalist's pen was first
published anonymously or under ever-changing pseudonyms.
The author himself sometimes suppressed works after they had been
published without his sanction – including the Indian editions of The
City of Dreadful Night and Other Sketches and The Smith
Administration [both collected with From Sea to Sea]; the English
edition of Letters of Marque [also with From Sea to Sea], and the
American edition of The Dipsy Chanty. Alternatively, he maintained
the practice of including some previously uncollected or unpublished
poem or story in all single-volume or multi-volume collections
(beginning with the second through fourth editions of Departmental
Ditties and Other Verses, which thus each became a "first edition").
Also contributing to the multiplicity of editions was the failure of the
United States to enact international copyright protection until 1891,
resulting in some American issues being the "true firsts" of Kipling's
books. And while Kipling's trade editions soon began to be published
in large numbers, after the American international copyright law's
foundation date of 1 July 1891, his London literary agent A.P. Watt and
his New York publisher Frank N. Doubleday made extensive use of
limited printings – as few as 8 to 25 copies – to establish copyright in
each country.
Further, as his renown grew, many editions of Kipling's work were
printed by private presses (usually without his permission) and were
never offered for sale; while the author's own de luxe and autograph
printings (a bookselling device which Kipling established as a regular
author's practice) were never published in large quantities.
Another factor swelling the volume of Kipling material was the
publishing practice, in the last decade of the nineteenth century and the
first of the twentieth, of issuing a few poems or stories, or even single
ones, in the form of pamphlets, leaflets, broadsides and small bound
books; the strong market for such cheaply-priced ephemera attracted a
host of both pirate printers and authorised publishers on each side of
the Atlantic.
Finally, frequent textual changes occurred between first printings in
newspapers, magazines or copyright pamphlets, and subsequent
collections in books; between pirated editions and authorised editions;
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between corresponding authorised volumes (and even short stories)
published effectively simultaneously in England and in America; and
between first collected editions of poems or short stories or travel
letters, and later printings in multi-volume collected editions.
In consequence, a comprehensive Kipling collection in any single
institutional library is rare, even now, despite Kipling's
contemporaneity and popularity, and the vast number of affordable
printings. The most complete institutional holdings presently available
to the researcher – and they will be identified by location in my
bibliography, down to binding colour and presentation inscription – are
themselves almost invariably the product of the efforts of a number of
indefatigable collectors whose treasures have come to rest, removed
from the rare book market and on to the library shelves.
Let us return now to Professor Tanselle's four components of
collecting generally – "creation of order, fascination with chance,
curiosity about the past, and desire for understanding" – and discuss
them in the context of collecting Kipling.
The creation of order. A book collector is merely an accumulator
until he imposes order upon the accumulation, learning what he now
has, and what he still lacks – but he cannot do so unaided, and his aid
is the author bibliography. The noted American book collector A.
Edward Newton (whose boxed and dustjacketed copy of Captains
Courageous I now possess) observed in his Rosenbach Fellowship
lectures of 1936:
Bibliographies are indeed not intended for average readers, be they
gentle or simple. They are intended as tools for the scholar,
weapons for the bookseller, and armour for the collector.
By these standards, the collector of Kipling has long been wellarmoured, and his armourers have virtually all been predecessor
collectors.
The first major bibliography appeared in 1922 under the title A
Bibliography of the Works of Rudyard Kipling (1881-1921) by Captain
Ernest W. Martindell, and contained 148 entries. The next year he
published a new edition, with 52 plates, including facsimiles of the
title-pages of two presentation copies of Plain Tales From The Hills,
given respectively to Kipling's parents and to "The Lady of the
Dedication", and both acquired by Martindell at auction in the year
since his first edition. In his Preface, Martindell expressed his
indebtedness to two American collectors, Flora Livingston and Ellis
Ames Ballard, who had helped Martindell with details of American
copyright issues and of some of the rarer Indian publications.
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The second major bibliography, and still the most cited (if no longer
the most accurate, or monumental), was published in 1927 by Flora
Livingston "after" – to quote her – "nearly twenty-five years of
constant research, collecting various editions and issues and comparing
texts". The first volume of her Bibliography (which was followed by A
Supplement in 1938, incorporating another decade's labour) listed 504
works appearing through 1926, including separate entries for the Indian
and South African newspaper work, then-uncollected magazine
appearances, and book auction sale catalogues with the first printings
or facsimiles of early Kipling presentation copy inscriptions, plus an
appendix on collected editions (which had begun appearing as early as
1899). The Supplement, starting with further books appearing in 1926
and effectively ending with Kipling's posthumously published
autobiography, Something of Myself of 1937, added another 126
numbered works to the canon for the later years, made corrections and
additions (never-numbered but entirely new entries for the period
1884-1924), and contained new sections on "pirate pamphlets"
published by Martindell and Ballard, and translations in 35 languages.
Flora Livingston also effectively established "a bibliographic
precedent by listing both English and American first editions,
regardless of strict stop-watch precedence."
A third useful work was written by the United States' greatest
Kipling collector, Ellis Ames Ballard of Philadelphia, who composed
his own collection "catalogue", self-published in a limited edition of
120 copies in 1935. Its full title gives ample evidence of this lawyercollector's passion and humour: Catalogue Intimate And Descriptive
Of My Kipling Collection, Books, Manuscripts And Letters, With
Reproductions of Rarities, How I Got Them, Why I Prize Them, And
What I Failed To Get, With Inferences And Opinions Solely My Own
and Probably Wrong. The Philadelphian's greatest joy, however, was
almost certainly in knowing that his Catalogue would have to appear
in any future Kipling bibliography (as it soon indeed did in
Livingston's 1938 Supplement), since Ballard's shrine to Kipling
included some thirty-five facsimiles of the author's work not
previously printed or collected.
The fourth, largest and most accurate bibliography available today is
the modestly-titled Rudyard Kipling, A Bibliographical Catalogue,
written by James McGregor Stewart, a Canadian barrister and
industrialist who spent a lifetime building the greatest individual
Kipling collection ever assembled, but in such obscurity that Kipling's
biographer Charles Carrington had almost finished his biography of
Kipling before learning of Stewart's existence. His collection (with
three exceptions to be noted later) was left at his death to Nova Scotia's
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Dalhousie University, which published Stewart's book in 1959. Its
manuscript was edited by A.W. Yeats, whose Ph.D. thesis had been a
comparison of Stewart's collection and the Kipling trove then being
assembled at the University of Texas from several purchased
collections. "Stewart-Yeats", as this compilation is sometimes styled in
the catalogues of booksellers who cite it rather than Livingston, weighs
in at over three pounds, with 763 primary entries, and 673 pages,
including 108 of appendices, tabulating not only unauthorised editions
which were not first editions, but also such things as 15 pages of
musical settings.
Professor Tanselle's second component of the collecting process,
after the creation of order imposed by collectors and bibliographies, is
the fascination with chance. Certainly, a Kipling collector of our
author's greatest rarities needs hunter's luck, as well as speed, stamina,
and thorough knowledge of the quarry. Bibliographies are customarily
no indicators of rarity. You will not learn from Livingston that the only
known copies of her entry no.l, the William Morris family children's
magazine The Scribbler of 1879-80 with the very first periodical
appearance of a Kipling story and poem, disappeared after the William
Gable sale of 1923; or that "The Vision of Hamid Ali" (1885) exists in
only one copy, once owned by Martindell and thereafter by Ballard,
and now in New York's Morgan Library, or that "The Seven Nights of
Creation" (1886) exists in only three copies.
Other examples of breathtaking rarity abound. The only known
complete set of "Turnovers" from the Civil and Military Gazette (188890) belonged to Stewart, and he did not leave it to Dalhousie with the
rest of his collection. The only known copy of the first suppressed
Indian edition of The City of Dreadful Night and Other Sketches
(1890), owned by Ballard and finally by Stewart, was also retained in
the latter's estate. Kipling also suppressed The Smith Administration,
with only 6 known copies surviving out of the original 3,000 – one of
which was the third and last item retained by Stewart from his
Dalhousie bequest.
But, knowing that these books – and I could expand the list of
'Kipling Impossibles' by literally another two dozen titles – are almost
certainly never to be obtained, are we downhearted? No! Why? The
fascination with chance, the hope – even the belief – that in some attic,
or scrapbook, or box of discarded volumes, an old Kipling rarity will
surface – or even a new one, unknown to all prior collectors and
bibliographers.
And I have hard evidence for that belief. Let me describe to you what
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I have been fortunate enough to find in the five years I have been
collecting:
* copies of Lippincott's Magazine for January 1891, published in
December 1890, not only for England and the United States, but
for Australia, which is deemed to be the earliest printing of all, of
The Light that Failed. I know of no other example in any Kipling
collection.
*the autograph edition de luxe of A Song of the English of 1909,
one of fifty numbered copies bound in full brown pigskin and
signed by Kipling – mine is number 1, the Hodder & Stoughton
publisher's file copy.
* one of the 25 copies of the London copyright edition of 1909 of
"The Beginning of the Armadilloes" (10 copies are presently in
institutional libraries in North America).
* one of 25 copies of the 1907 "Speech of Rudyard Kipling As
Chairman At The Annual Dinner of the Artists' General
Benevolent Institution". (9 are known to be in American and
Canadian libraries, but this is one of only three autographed by
Kipling.)
* one of 19 copies of the very first edition (preceding the British by
a year) and the American copyright issue of "The Army of a
Dream" (1904); six of these are in North American university
libraries, although this title is missing from both the Library of
Congress and the New York Public Library.
*a copy of the English copyright issue of "Simple Simon",
inscribed "marked and queried proof copy", from the files of
Kipling's agent, A.P. Watt. Here we have a mystery: according to
Stewart, there were only 8 copies, and 5 should have been
deposited in accordance with British law in the libraries of the
British Museum and the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge,
Edinburgh and Dublin. But I have already located 8 copies in
North America, so obviously more than 8 were printed – still,
mine may be the only copy in private hands.
Besides these hyper-limited editions, some wonderful "association
copies" – books inscribed by an author or owned by those personally
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or professionally close to him – have appeared, and are now safe with
me:
*from the beginning of Kipling's career, a purple-stamped
publisher's presentation copy from Thacker, Spink of the first
Indian edition of Plain Tales From The Hills (1888), inscribed by
E. Kay Robinson, Kipling's editor at the Civil and Military
Gazette, to his wife.
* from the autumn of that writing career, a copy of Land and Sea
Tales for Scouts and Guides, the first English edition published
(1923), inscribed by publisher (and later Prime Minister) Harold
Macmillan to the printer, congratulating him on producing and
binding 35,000 sheets within two weeks.
*from the library of Edmund Gosse, Kipling's London literary
godfather and one of the few members of his small wedding party,
copies of "The Record of Badalia Herodsfoot" of 1890; and of the
first American book edition, in paperback in 1890, of The Light
That Failed, inscribed by Gosse in pencil: "positively the earliest
of the various editions".
*a copy of the Colonial Edition of The Day's Work, with the
bookplate and ownership signature of Alfred, Lord Milner, the
High Commissioner for South Africa, dated October 1898; a copy
of Actions and Reactions of 1909, presented and inscribed by
Kipling to Lady Edward Cecil, who would later marry Lord
Milner, Kipling's model for his poem "The Pro-Consuls"; and a
copy of the Verse, Inclusive Edition, 1885-1932, inscribed "Violet
Milner from Carrie Kipling", to which Lady Milner has added
"given me Dec. 2, 1939, the last time I saw her," and, in the text
beside "The Pro-Consuls", "To Alfred".
*a copy of Departmental Ditties, Barrack-Room Ballads And
Other Verses, published in New York by John Lovell, and the first
book edition (English or American) of the Ballads (including
"Gunga Din", "Danny Deever" and "Mandalay"), inscribed by
Kipling on the flyleaf with a holograph transcript of the "Prelude"
("I have eaten your bread and salt"). This appears to be one of
only about 20 Kipling volumes so inscribed with several stanzas
of verse, and the only holograph of this particular poem.
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* and from Kipling's library at his residence on Cecil Rhodes's
estate in South Africa, where the family wintered for several
years, a copy with RK's bookplate of The Works of William
Shakspere [sic], an edition edited by Charles Knight, inscribed
"Rudyard Kipling, his beach-book, from J.W.C. Bermuda 1894",
and presented to Kipling by a member of the Catlin family of
Morristown, New Jersey, met on their joint winter voyage to
Bermuda that year. The first play in the book is The Tempest, and
it was on this trip that Kipling visited the Bermudian beach which
he believed to be the original of that of Shakespeare's play, as
thereafter described in his letter to the Spectator of 2 July 1898,
and later the subject of his 1931 poem, "The Coiner".
And then there are the complete surprises, the Kipling first editions
which have been discovered, that no one knew existed. In the words of
St Luke (15:6), "Rejoice with me, for I have found my sheep which
was lost."
* a copy of the third edition of Departmental Ditties and Other
Verses of 1888, published not in the usual blue-grey boards, but
in stiff cloth wrappers in the same design, an edition apparently
unknown to Martindell, Ballard, Livingston and Stewart; the only
other wrappered copy of the third edition known to me is that
presented by Kipling to his schoolmaster W.C. Crofts, now in the
Berg Collection, at the New York Public Library.
* a two-page leaflet, the first separate edition of Kipling's poem
"The Explorer", printed in 1911 in an unauthorised edition of 25
copies at the Montague Press in Massachusetts by Carl Rolins,
later the Printer to the Yale University Press; unknown to all
previous cataloguers, it is even unmentioned in the only two
bibliographies of the Montague Press, and mine seems to be the
only extant copy.
* a paperback booklet produced in Boston, Massachusetts, by the
children's magazine publisher, Perry Mason Company, entitled
Bravest Deeds, which is the first book edition of the story,
"Winning the Victoria Cross", uncollected by Kipling until 1923;
this title may indeed be found in Livingston and Stewart, in a
hardback under the date 1902, but my wrappered copy is dated
1901, and appears to be the only such copy.
* a San Francisco concert programme of 12 pages, dated May 24,
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1900, and titled only on its paper cover, Containing The Words Of
The Patriotic Songs Sung On The Queen's Birthday At The
Second Grand Concert In Aid Of The London Mansion House
Fund of San Francisco. I bought this, sight unseen, over the
Internet, last December, and upon its receipt discovered it to be
the first American appearance (even before newspaper
publication in New York) and the first book edition of Kipling's
"New Old Lang Syne", which had originally appeared only six
weeks before, as a single sheet sold for a shilling at an April 18
benefit concert in Bloemfontein in the Orange Free State, where
Kipling had been a Boer War correspondent for the British Army
newspaper, the Friend. The contents of this American programme
consist solely of the texts of four English and American patriotic
songs, and three poems by Kipling. It is not in any Kipling
bibliography or institutional collection, and this may be the only
copy in existence (although, alerted by me, the Bancroft Library,
at the University of California in Berkeley across the San
Francisco Bay, is now searching its stacks for another).
* and finally, a broadside, on white paper 11 1 /8 by 4 1 /8 inches, which
may be the 'black tulip' of Kipling ephemera, the suppressed
issue of "Bobs". Livingston said this was a "suppressed leaflet or
broadside", and Stewart included it his bibliography on her
authority – but neither of them ever saw a copy. Mine came
through the daughter-in-law of E. Kay Robinson, but I cannot
prove that what I have is what I think I have, since it is not to be
found in any institutional library, or in any sales auction catalogue
of the last century, or in any bibliography – so I may have to write
my own!
In their very survival, all these items not only exemplify what
Professor Tanselle has called fascination with chance, but lead directly
into his third component of collecting, curiosity about the past. What
do the clutch of books from the Milner family library at Great Wigsell
tell us in their inscriptions about the relationships of power, patriotism
and art? What does the little concert programme from San Francisco
tell us about Kipling's literary fame ten thousand miles from the front
in the Boer War? What other effects did the chance presentation of a
copy of Shakespeare's plays have on Kipling's ruminations on the
nature of artistic suggestion? This book collector has not only these
particular books, but the surmises which their very presence inspires.
Let me conclude with a brief mention of two other items from my
collection, which illustrate the fourth of the Tanselle components of
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collecting – less elegantly, the itches which are scratched – namely,
desire for understanding. A collector cannot love collecting an author's
books without wanting to know about the author himself. The personal
notes and inscriptions in books, preserved by collectors, can feed that
desire.
Beside the edition of Shakespeare, I own another book from
Kipling's personal libraries, this from his home in Brattleboro,
Vermont, sold with the house named 'Naulakha' and all its effects, long
after the Kipling family returned to England. The book is Macmillan's
1894 edition of the Reverend A. Foster-Melliar's The Book of the Rose;
it is dated "June/95" and signed by Kipling on the title page. FosterMelliar writes in this book that "the finest H.P. [Hybrid Perpetual]
Roses in the world are grown in England." We know from his
correspondence of 1895 that Kipling purchased two dozen "H.P. roses"
for $6 from the Farquhar & Co. nursery in Boston, Massachusetts, and
in a letter of June of that year, Kipling wrote, "I am a Rosarian – a mad
Rosarian. . ." The most charming thing about this book is to be found
on the rear endpaper; here, in pencil, Kipling – living on land from his
American mother-in-law, with his American wife and American-born
children – has written a list of nine H.P. roses in which the names of
famous Britons are prominent: Charles Darwin, Duke of Edinburgh,
Duke of Wellington, and so forth.
The second particularly evocative item is a presentation copy, this of
the first Indian edition of The Story of the Gadsbys [later collected with
Soldiers Three], published in Allahabad in 1888. The inscription reads,
"E.K.H. / d.d / R.K. / Dec/88", ("d.d" is dono dedit, the Latin for "gave
as a gift".) "E.K.H." was Edmonia Hill, the American wife of Professor
S.A. Hill, a meteorologist in Indian government service; Kipling
boarded with the Hills in their bungalow, from April 1888 through
January 1889, during which time she became his closest confidante.
When Kipling's later engagement with Caroline Taylor, Edmonia's
younger sister, ended badly, the relationship with Edmonia became a
more distant and formal affair.
My book is one of a series of seven presentation copies with various
forms of title-page inscriptions to Mrs Hill made in 1888, the annus
mirabilis of publication of the third edition Departmental Ditties, Plain
Tales From The Hills, and the six Indian Railway books appearing
through the beginning of 1889. Having this copy with its simplyinitialled presentation inscription made me curious to trace the others,
and I want to read to you what I found, listed here by shortened titles,
and ordered by date of inscription:
Plain Tales, this copy now at the University of Texas, with the
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holograph poem "Between The Gumpot and The Shears", ending
"Framed pictures need no further stippling./ Forgive the faults./
March, 88 / To Mrs. Hill, from Rudyard Kipling."
Departmental Ditties, this copy also at the University of Texas,
inscribed "E.K.H. / d.d. / R.K. / 'A poor thing but mine own'."
Soldiers Three, whereabouts unknown, inscribed "Mrs. S.A. Hill /
from the author: / Nov: 88."
The Story of the Gadsbys, my copy, inscribed in December, as
previously described.
Under the Deodars, this copy in the Rosenbach Foundation
collection, inscribed "To Mrs. S.A. Hill / from the Author: Jan/89."
The Phantom 'Rickshaw, whereabouts unknown, inscribed simply
"To you from me: Feb/89".
And finally the last in the Indian Railway series, Wee Willie Winkie,
where we know from surviving drafts now at Cornell University that
Edmonia asked for a presentation poem, not merely an inscription. This
copy is also at the University of Texas, and was presented on the
second day of the sea voyage of Kipling and the Hills travelling on the
first leg of their voyage to America. The 17-line holograph poem
begins "I cannot write, I cannot think / I only sleep and eat and drink",
and was quoted in full by Mrs Hill in her April 1936 Atlantic Monthly
article entitled "The Young Kipling", published three months after
Kipling's death (we know from the auction records that she had sold
the same book some years before). The poem ends: "I cannot sing – I
cannot write / I am a Walking Appetite. / But you insist and I obey.
Here goes! / In steamer Madura / Now rolling through a tepid sea" –
here the inscription continues on the first page of text – "March 10th /
To Mrs. Hill From Me, / A journalist unkempt and inky, / With all
regards Wee Willie Winkie" (the last three words being the printed title).
Surely we see, in this arc of ever-more-charged inscriptions written
over thirteen months, not only the self-importance of the newlypublished author, and the social tentativeness of the young newspaper
man with an older woman married to a professional scientist, but also
the course, finally played out after Kipling's death almost five decades
later with the publication of Mrs Hill's reminiscences, of a stifled loveaffair. Or at least, this would be my understanding.
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I will close with a quotation from the American bookman and
librarian, David A. Randall, who wrote an insightful article in
Publisher's Weekly just after Kipling's death, in January 1936, entitled
"Kipling and Collecting". His own essay on my very subject concluded
with an echo of Kipling's poem, "The Ladies":
These problems of suppression, copyright, forgeries,
unidentified contributions and so on, first faced the Kipling dealer
and collector, and later the collector of modern firsts in general.
They can say, and may it not be the least of Kipling's glories, that
"they learned about collecting through him."
Ladies and gentlemen, collectors or no, I give you our traditional toast,
"To the Unfading Genius of Rudyard Kipling."

VOTE OF THANKS BY PROFESSOR THOMAS PINNEY

Our speaker has amusingly quoted Robert Frost's low opinion of
collectors. I don't know what your view of collectors may have been,
but I think you will agree that we have this afternoon had the pleasure
of listening to someone who conveys in a very high degree the exacting
qualities that all serious collectors need.
They must have courage, especially when confronting the dense
jungle that we know as Kipling's works. They must have passion, for
they will encounter thousands of details, and must give them equal
care, down to the least. They must have persistence, for the pursuit will
never end.
I am sure you will join me in thanking the speaker, and in thinking:
What very good luck for Kipling to have found such a collector!
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THE STRANGE CASE OF
"THE BRUSHWOOD BOY"
AND A COMPARISON WITH "WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR"
by AUSTIN ASCHE
[The Hon. Austin Asche, A.C., Q.C., one of our Australian members, retired recently
after a distinguished career which eventually took him, via the Chief Justiceship of the
Supreme Court of Australia's Northern Territory, to the post of Administrator of that
Territory. Anyone who has read our issue of December 1996 will remember his excellent
article, "Sticks and Stones", about Kipling, Rufus Isaacs and the Marconi Scandal.
I am glad now to publish the text of a talk which he delivered in Melbourne in March
1998 to members of our Australian Branch, at an event marking the Branch's sixtieth
anniversary – noted in our June 1998 issue at page 37. His subject was that well known
short story, "The Brushwood Boy" (collected in The Day's Work, 1898), aspects of which
he compared with another story in the same collection, "William the Conqueror".
"The Brushwood Boy" has always provoked a mixed reaction from its readers. Some
(myself included) admire it without serious reservations, and do not feel that the main
character, George Cottar, though idealised, is too implausibly virtuous. Others, however,
have been put off by what they regard as Cottar's priggishness – and by a certain
complacency in Kipling's depiction of him. For example, "He had plenty of money of his
own; his training had set the public-school mask upon his face, and had taught him how
many were the 'things no fellow can do.'" Such sentiments, expressed with approval and
without irony, were acceptable – indeed were common form – a hundred years ago, but
to a more cynical and disillusioned generation they seem painfully dated.
The same perhaps applies (if one is inclined to be captious) to Kipling's rather
breathless description of the Cottar parents' idyllic home, immaculate in an unspoiled
countryside. "Nothing was changed in that orderly life, from the coachman who met
[George] at the station to the white peacock that stormed at the carriage from the stone
wall above the shaven lawns..." – and so on.
The story also contains an often-cited example of the kind of false note that Kipling
occasionally struck. Like all rapid, copious and creative writers he sometimes slipped,
and the remarkable thing is, how rare these lapses were. Still, one may slightly wince on
reading how Cottar (just back on leave from India) and his mother fondly "talked for a
long hour, as mother and son should, if there is to be any future for the Empire."
I have tried to analyse just why this jars. The trouble, I think, arises because it is a
sweeping, dogmatic and sentimental generalisation which contributes nothing to the
narrative and, being both sudden and uncalled-for, is likely to surprise and even alienate
many readers. I guess that here he was tempted to ventilate a favourite political theme –
by forcing an analogy between the intimacies of English family life and the state of the
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British Empire, where much depended on the 'Mother-country' maintaining a
sympathetic relationship with her self-governing colonies. Significantly, Kipling himself
seems to have realised that to shoe-horn a reference to the British Empire into this lovestory would put off American readers, for he changed "our Empire" (in the English 1898
Macmillan edition of The Day's Work) to "the Empire" (in the American 1898 Doubleday
& McClure edition); and it remained "the Empire" in the special illustrated edition of The
Brushwood Boy published by Doubleday & McClure as a separate book in 1899; though
in the volume containing The Day's Work in the 1941 Burwash Edition (Doubleday,
Doran) – the American equivalent of the Sussex Edition – it reverted to "our Empire".
Either way, it was artistically a mistake – at least it seems so to us, unaccustomed as
we have become to having didactic assertions of a political or philosophical nature made
to us by the narrator in a work of fiction. Admittedly, for our Victorian forebears, such
assertions were not unusual, and there was more room for them in the huge, leisurelypaced novels of the nineteenth century. For example, Dickens was a heavy and emphatic
moraliser – though, be it said, more effective when letting the moral emerge by
implication out of what his characters said or did than when passing judgment as narrator.
The same caveat applies to any writer bold enough to be dogmatic about matters on
which many readers will have views of their own. There will be a saving grace if the ex
cathedra comment is amusing (like many of the outspoken opinions with which R.S.
Surtees litters his novels), or relevant to the plot (like Dickens's famous introduction of
A Tale of Two Cities – "It was the best of times, it was the worst of times . . . " – which
directly pertains to the story, setting the scene for all that follows). But Kipling's throwaway imperial allusion in "The Brushwood Boy" can claim no such justification.
However, if the story has minor flaws, it also has great merits. Cottar's enchanted
dream-country (see page 6) is vividly described in evocative language: "He would find
himself sliding into dream-land by [, . .] a road that ran along a beach near a pile of
brushwood [and then] over a swell of rising ground covered with short, withered grass,
into valleys of wonder and unreason." On occasion, he found himself "trapped in mines
of vast depth hollowed out of the heart of the world, where men in torment chanted
echoing songs." And he and his companion "rode the Thirty-Mile Ride under whip and
spur along the sandy beach by the booming sea, till they came to the downs, the lamppost, and the brushwood pile, which was safety."
Austin Asche gives full credit to "The Brushwood Boy" for the effectiveness and
power of its writing; but is less enthusiastic about its heroine, Miriam, whom he
compares unfavourably with the heroine, known as 'William', in "William the
Conqueror". It is a fair and thought-provoking comparison. – Ed.]

I am going to tell you about a story which is brilliant and thrilling and
fatally flawed, since it contains one of the most un-Kipling-like
characters that Kipling ever wrote about. And I am going to compare
that story with another which I consider is one of the best things
Kipling ever did in the short story line; although I seem to be alone in
my view that this is one of his greatest – indeed, one of the most superb
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and perfect stories ever written.
Both are love stories, although they are many other things as well;
and both end on a deliriously happy mood. One is of a love preordained by mysterious, indeed supernatural, signs and portents. The
other is of a love slowly realised in a harsh land in a harsh time; and
properly and rightfully earned by the admiration and trust which two
people find in each other by shared loyalty to the god of Duty – that
great god whom Kipling worships.
In the process I will refer to some other works of Kipling, partly
because I hope they will clarify why one of them is so wrong (though
in many ways so wonderfully wrong) and the other is so right; and
partly because, in a gathering of aficionados, one of the great delights
is the shared enjoyment of venturing down familiar byways with a
friend.
So, to "The Brushwood Boy". It is a tale of wonder; of magic; of
action and Army life in India; of romance (in the true non-Hollywood
sense of the word); and above all of dreams – splendid, frightening,
exciting and prophetic dreams.
The tale commences with a very frightened little boy of three,
waking from a nightmare. Since this is the first and last time that we
shall feel sorry for George Cottar (for that is his name), it is well to
remember that at least he starts out as human as the rest of us.
By the age of six the dreams are still coming, but there is a certain
familiarity about them; and although they are still frightening at times,
George is learning to control the fear and to enjoy the excitement. For
there is much that is exciting about them; and they form themselves
into a familiar pattern. The dreams continue into manhood; but they are
kept separate from his working existence, and have no influence on his
everyday actions. This is quite in order, and exactly as Robert Graves
sets out in his delightful poem about Alice – who also knows the
difference.
For Alice though a child could understand
That neither did this chance-discovered land
Make nohow or contrariwise the clean
Dull round of mid-Victorian routine,
Nor did Victoria's golden rule extend
Beyond the glass: it came to the dead end
Where empty hearses turn about; thereafter
Begins that lubberland of dream and laughter.1
This is an important point for the later development of the story,
because it is made clear from the start that we are not dealing with a
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mystic. George 'knows the difference'.
The dreams start with a pile of brushwood stacked somewhere near
a beach. From that place he moves into fantastic adventures
marvellously described. There is a dream sea, with ships running high
up the dry land, and a clockwork steamer that he can board and sail to
romantic places marked by floating stone lilies labelled 'Hong-Kong'
and 'Java'.
There, in 'Java' he realised that "he was at the world's end"; but he
sailed on to the Lily Lock; whence, on foot, he became "utterly lost in
the world's fourth dimension". However, he was shown a way out by
the girl whom "he had travelled to this world's end to reach," and there
follows the glory of the "Thirty-Mile Ride" along the dark purple
downs near the beach, where "the road was eaten away in places, and
the sea lashed at him – black, foamless tongues of smooth and glassy
rollers .. ." And much more. You must read it yourself to get the magic.
But so well is it described that it was possible to supplement the story
with a map of the dream-land.
Always there is a girl to meet during the dreams, to watch his
adventures or to share them. When he is little, so is she; and he calls
her Annieanlouise, because these were "the two finest names he had
ever heard in his life". But she grows up with him, loses the childish
name Annieanlouise, and shares with him the glorious Thirty-Mile
Ride by the booming sea. She is the perfect companion, the ideal
friend. (In one of those fascinating hints which Kipling slips into his
stories so that we only get the full significance on re-reading, George
had met Annieanlouise in real life – once, fleetingly, when they were
very young. But neither he nor we recognised her at the time.)
George goes to school, where he becomes a paragon of all the
virtues, good at work and sport, immensely popular, and ultimately
Head of School and Captain of Games. Leaving this unsullied
reputation behind him, he joins the Army, sails to India, and achieves
great glory in a short time. He studies hard at the soldiers' art – no time
for drinking or dalliance – tames the men under him so that they idolise
him, becomes Adjutant of his Regiment, achieves great success in
border skirmishes and a well conducted rearguard action, and is
awarded the D.S.O. Throughout this he remains modest and
unassuming, and a total innocent where women are concerned –
treating them always with the courtesy of Chaucer's "verray parfit
gentil knight", but nothing more. So they, too, worship him. Everyone
worships George.
While returning home by ship for some well merited leave, George
meets an older woman, Mrs Zuleika, who falls passionately in love
with him and does her best to seduce him. But George meets her
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tentative advances with such total innocence and incomprehension that,
wisely, she gives up the struggle and retires defeated and desolate. This
Galahad is destined for one mate only; though he doesn't know it yet.
At home, George meets with his adoring parents, and his father
proudly introduces him all round as "the youngest major in the army".
George enjoys himself hugely in what appears to be a comfortable and
spacious establishment, with everyone doting on him. But one day he
is a little annoyed when his mother tells him she has invited a
neighbour, Mrs Lacy, and her daughter Miriam, to come that evening
and to stay. George had planned to go up to London to attend a military
lecture, and he rather grudged putting it off. Meanwhile he went out
fishing, and returned to the house late, after the visitors had arrived and
dined.
From the garden he hears the voice of the girl, singing in the
drawing-room –
Over the edge of the purple down,
Where the single lamplight gleams –
Know ye the road to the Merciful Town
That is hard by the Sea of Dreams . . .
and to his astonishment, wonder and delight he realises that she is
singing about something that only he could know. The song relates with
precise particulars some of the dreams he has had as boy and man.
Meeting her next morning, he learns that she has composed the song
herself. So this must be the girl who has shared his adventures over the
years. He knows this immediately, but she does not, and she becomes
flustered and embarrassed when he stares so amazedly at her.
But all is put right when they take out the horses, and George finds a
suitable occasion to remind her that this is not the first time they have
ridden together; and mentions the "Thirty-Mile Ride". Now she knows.
She has found him. "Then you're the Boy – my Brushwood Boy, and
I've known you all my life!" And the story ends in the total delight of
two young people realising that some strange and marvellous destiny
has brought them together.
When I first read this story I was young and callow. I thought it was
splendid. I still do. But old age and cynicism or, to put it more kindly
to myself, a greater knowledge of the world, has forced me to the
conclusion that the dreams are real, the hero is not. Yet Kipling can
certainly write about heroes or ideal characters, and make us believe
them. He does so, superbly, in the character of the Lama in Kim. I can
believe in the Lama: I can't believe in George.
"Well," you may say, "so what? Why should we accept this arrogant

"When [Cottar, as Captain of Games] stepped forth in the black jersey, white knickers,
and black stockings of the First Fifteen, the new match-ball under his arm, and his old
and frayed cap at the back of his head . . . the 'new caps' of the team talked to him
ostentatiously, that the world might see . . ." (A drawing by Orson Lowell in the edition
of "The Brushwood Boy" published in 1899 by Doubleday & McClure, New York, as a
separate book.)
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commentator's subjective views?" Quite right. I must do more. I must
speak objectively.
My thesis is that George is not a Kipling character. That is, he is not
in that goodly company of characters whom we accept, no matter how
strange their adventures or how visionary their origins, because the
mirror held up to nature shows someone or something which exhibits a
humanity that we recognise – even if the "humanity" is in "The
"Maltese Cat" [The Day's Work] or "The Elephant's Child" [Just So
Stories] or "The Ship that Found Herself [The Day's Work]; or even if
the character only exists through the dreams of another. In Many
Inventions, " 'The Finest Story in the World'" (which really is one of
the finest stories in the world) is totally convincing because we can say
of the galley-slave in the dream, "Yes, that is how he could have felt –
the sickening tragedy of enslavement of a human being – 'Will you
never let us go?"' But can we recognise George with the same depth of
understanding that allows us to recognise the galley-slave?
For it is the great strength of Kipling that he writes of humanity. Of
course he enlarges on the human experience, gives colour and
vividness, and moulds it to the story. That is his prerogative, and his
fascination: he is the prince of story-tellers. But his stories are
convincing because the basis is there in real life.
Of course he was writing fiction, not fact, although we know the
immense effort he put into ensuring that the physical surroundings
were exact. But the characters are believable. Their adventures may be
the work of a brilliant imagination, but they are grounded solidly in
human nature. You may call "The Man Who Would be King" [Wee
Willie Winkie] a work of fiction, but we have all, I am sure, met a
person like the one Kipling describes; and, given the situation Kipling
puts him in, we can believe that that is exactly how he would react.
Kipling is drawing here, as in dozens of other cases, from his immense
knowledge of the human animal. Captain Troop of Captains
Courageous may be an idealised character, but he grows out of a
realistic picture of hardbitten men working a dangerous trade. He
epitomises the best of them, but he is still o/them.
But you have only to read Soldiers Three and many of Kipling's
stories and poems of rough, tough Army life, the petty jealousies and
casual affairs that go on in the camps, and the remorseless ravages of
disease, heat, despair and madness to realise that George is not of this
scene, even as the epitome of the best. He is too far above it. That is
why the best part of the story is in the dreams: because Kipling is
drawing convincingly from his own experience, and appealing
convincingly to ours. We would not have had the same dreams; but we
have all, I hope, had our own experience of fear, wonder and delight in
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Another illustration by Orson Lowell, showing Miriam Lacy in a state of happy shock.
"Good-bye, Boy, good-bye. Mind the arch! Don't let Rufus bolt into his stable. Goodbye. Yes, I'll come down to dinner, but – what shall I do when I see you in the light!"
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the Land of Nod. Paradoxically, "The Brushwood Boy" would have
been more "believable" if the whole story was presented as a dream or
legend. In that sense we accept Galahad – as a legend. But Kipling's
point is clearly the dichotomy between dreams and reality, albeit that
the dreams foreshadow the reality. You must accept that George exists?
No, he doesn't.
The description of the dreams is compelling, and superbly done. The
general view is that they were modelled on Kipling's own dreams, and
certainly they have a vividness which one feels could only be created
by someone who had actually experienced them. It is interesting that
Kipling', the essentially private person, would drop his guard here; but
he was obviously intrigued by the Shadow Lands, and it is not the only
time that he invites us into private territory. In his brief autobiography,
Something of Myself he sets out in some detail a dream-sequence he
experienced during his slow recovery from his near-fatal illness in New
York in 1899.
At one stage of it I led an enormous force of cavalry mounted on
red horses with brand-new leather saddles, under the glare of a
green moon, across steppes so vast that they revealed the very
curve of earth . . . 2
There are obvious echoes of this in "The Brushwood Boy".
There are other stories in which dreams occur – sometimes
particularly horrible ones such as "In the Same Boat" [A Diversity of
Creatures], where Kipling indulges in a little of what we would today
call 'group therapy', although the group is only the two protagonists.
Again the sheer profound fear which the dreams inspire must come
from Kipling himself, for he writes of what he calls a 'pivot' experience
of a time, in about 1886, when he had come to the end of all endurance.
This is how he describes it:As I entered my empty house in the dusk there was no more in me
except the horror of a great darkness, that I must have been fighting
for some days. I came through that darkness alive, but how I do not
know.3
The same sort of horror, almost demanding suicide, is described in
"In the Same Boat". And the ultimate horror, the nightmare that finally
kills its man, is powerfully related in "At the End of the Passage"
[Life's Handicap].
Kipling remembered also one incident in his life which "passed
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beyond the bounds of ordinance". He relates a rather insignificant
dream, which however proved almost exactly correct in a subsequent
waking encounter.4 But he hastens to say that he is not 'psychic', and
did not make use of the experience. Yet he does ask, "But how, and
why, had I been shown an unreleased roll of my life-film?" Obviously
the thing intrigued him. And, of course, the idea of a realised dream is
the basis of "The Brushwood Boy" – and if these are not 'psychic'
experiences, what are they?
G.K. Chesterton in one of the "Father Brown" stories makes an
interesting distinction. The passage appears in "The Man with the
Beards". Father Brown, speaking of one of the characters, says:
"It's quite true she is what they call 'psychic'. Her only mistake is
thinking that being psychic is being spiritual. Some animals are
psychic, she is a sensitive . . ."5
Father Brown the priest is making the distinction between a spiritual
person (he would never use the term 'spiritualist' in this context) who
has some contact with the divine, and the 'sensitive' person who has
some increased sensory awareness of what is happening or is to
happen. In that sense, Kipling might agree that some of his stories are
about "sensitives". The theme appears very strongly, for instance, in
"The Wish House"[Debits and Credits] and "They"' [Traffics and
Discoveries].
To sum up, then. The writer of "The Brushwood Boy" was intrigued
by the dream world, and had himself had some vivid experiences of it.
That is what makes the dream sequences so marvellous. It is only when
we come to the waking George that the story jars.
"The Brushwood Boy" has not had a good press. Lord Birkenhead in
his biography of Kipling comments that the story contains some of
Kipling's most glaring lapses of taste and self-criticism, and describes
the hero as a "smug paragon".6 Angus Wilson complains of "over-lush
sentimental passages".7 Sandra Kemp speaks of "echoes of a
suppressed hysteria".8 Adrian Poole calls it "a beguiling disturbing
embarrassing fantasy".9 Somerset Maugham comments that "The
persons concerned in it are really too good to be true".10 Philip Mason
says that the hero is "like an advertisement for the hire of men's
evening wear".11
Regrettably, there is considerable force in these criticisms. On the
other hand, to be fair, Conan Doyle numbers "The Brushwood Boy" as
one of the four stories by Kipling which most impressed him.12
My argument is that "The Brushwood Boy" is just not Kipling. I
appreciate, of course, that in the strict sense, anything that Kipling
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wrote must be Kipling. But my point is that this story is a lapse,
something outside the general tenor of his work; and, paradoxically, the
more interesting for that. I have already given you some reasons, but let
me now give you one word, which I will ask you to reflect on, because
many of you may need no further argument. That word is "Stalky".
If there was anyone for whom Kipling had a constant and continuing
admiration, it was the boy who later became Major-General L.C.
Dunsterville. He served his country loyally and well throughout his
career, and always retained his friendship with the author who
delineated him in the best of school stories. How could Kipling, with
this real-life, vivid character before him, have thrown up someone as
unbelievable as George Cottar? Stalky is the antithesis of George.
Stalky didn't become a prefect, and he loved mocking those who did.
I rather fear that George would have had an unpleasant time if Stalky
had been with him at the same school. Stalky was not interested in
becoming a sporting hero, or even in loyally supporting the team, rah,
rah, rah! You may remember the incident when Prout, the
Housemaster, orders Stalky, M'Turk and Beetle to go down and
support the house team "for the honour of the house", and
the three, self-isolated, stood to attention for half an hour in full
view of all the visitors, to whom fags, subsidised for that end,
pointed them out as victims of Prout's tyranny. And Prout was a
sensitive man.13
Stalky and Co. break bounds, smoke in secret places, mock the pious,
delude and take wonderful revenges on masters they dislike, crib
unashamedly, tame bullies by unorthodox and highly improper means,
and know of the splendid use to which a dead and smelly cat may be
put. They enjoy themselves thoroughly in ways which George would
never countenance. George, alas, would be among the class of boys that
Stalky despised; those who said "Yes, sir", an' "No, sir", an' "Oh, sir",
an' "Please, sir".14 In other words, he is a thoroughly un-Stalky-like
character.
It pains me to say it, but George is a prig. In fairness, one must
concede that it was not the author's intention to make him a prig. But
he really is too good to be true. He reminds me of that excellent story
of Saki, of the girl who was so good that she was very properly eaten
by a wolf.15 In Saki's apt phrase, she was "horribly good", and that
seems a pretty fair description of George.
The girl Miriam is a bit of a shadow, although because of her
ordinariness we can hardly accuse her of not being real. She can, it
appears, compose songs, and sing them well; and she is an excellent
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rider. But it does not otherwise appear, or at least we are given no
evidence, that she has any of the exceptional qualities to make her a fit
heroine for the hero. Nevertheless, their ultimate recognition of each
other is described in a way which gives much joy to the reader, and I
cannot agree that these are the "over-lush sentimental passages" of
which Angus Wilson complains. That description, however, can be
correctly applied to the rather embarrassing scene between George and
his mother, when she came "to tuck him up for the night" and then
"blessed him and kissed him on the mouth, which is not always a
mother's property."
There is another reason why "The Brushwood Boy" does not ring
true; and this involves a comparison with another story that does. Here,
the characters are real, and the love that occurs between them comes
not from shared dreams but from shared dangers, hard work and
loyalty; and it is earned and deserved.
"William the Conqueror", which Somerset Maugham correctly says
is "unfortunately named"16, has certainly a rather confusing title. One
expects either a historical tale of the Puck of Pook's Hill type, or at least
something with a military theme. To add to the confusion, the William
of the story is a girl, and this does jar on the senses at first; though one
gets used to it as the power of a very powerful story carries one away.
For William's conquest is of famine and disease, and ultimately of a
kindred spirit who shares these things with her.
William has come out to India to be with her brother Martyn because
their parents are dead, and Martyn, being an underpaid Acting District
Superintendent of Police, cannot afford to support her in England. She
is not beautiful, and
her face was white as bone, and in the centre of her forehead was
a big silvery scar about the size of a shilling – the mark of a Delhi
sore, which is the same as a "Bagdad date". This comes from
drinking bad water, and slowly eats into the flesh till it is ripe
enough to be burned out with acids.
William has known Martyn's friend Scott for some time, and is on
friendly terms with him; but nothing more. Scott is the type of selfless
dedicated civil servant which Kipling admired greatly and with good
cause, for the legacy they gave India is there today in the shape of
bridges, railways, dams, canals and roads. Kipling foresaw that their
work would continue "deeper than their knowing"17 and he was their
champion.
Scott and Martyn are sent from the Punjab, which they love, to deal
with a severe famine in the South. William insists on going with her
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brother. In a time of death, starvation, disease and drought, all work
with total dedication. That is, they readily accept the conditions of a
service where, as Kipling in another Indian story wryly comments, "the
only liberty allowed is permission to work overtime and get no
thanks."18
Kipling is at his best in describing the horrors and tragedy which the
famine brings, the huge problems faced and solved by Scott, and the
gradual awakening between Scott and William of respect and
admiration, progressing to intense loyalty, and finally to a strong and
abiding love. This love arises from the surest of foundations so far as
Kipling is concerned – a mutual recognition by each of the work of the
other, proved by duty well and splendidly done.
The dedication of Scott to his duty, and the recognition of this by
William, is illustrated by the sort of significant incident which Kipling
delights in to make his point.
Scott, in one of his treks with the starving children he has rescued,
passes within five miles of the camp where William is staying. He
could easily make a detour to see her, and they are now very much in
love. But William understands her man.
"One minute," said Mrs. Jim [Lady Hawkins] who was thinking.
"If he goes to Khanda, he passes within five miles of us. Of course
he'll ride in."
"Oh no, he won't," said William.
"How do you know, dear?"
"It'll take him off his work. He won't have time."
"He'll make it," said Mrs. Jim, with a twinkle.
"It depends on his own judgment. There's absolutely no reason
why he shouldn't, if he thinks fit," said Jim.
"He won't see fit," William replied, without sorrow or emotion. "It
wouldn't be him if he did."
And, of course, Scott does not appear. Later, when the work is all over,
Scott and William discuss the incident.
"Did you understand?"
"Why you didn't ride in? Of course I did."
"Why?"
"Because you couldn't, of course I knew that."
"Did you care?"
"If you had come in – but I knew you. wouldn't – but if you had, I
should have cared a great deal. You know I should."
"Thank God I didn't! Oh, but I wanted to!"
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Does this say it all? Surely this is the true Kipling, telling us of those
he most admires, the people who serve the great god Duty, and earn
their reward. The delight of these two is cheerily depicted as they join
their friends in their return to the beloved Punjab. They have won
through, and have the honour of their peers – "Souls that have toil'd,
and wrought, and thought with me." 19 They are in Kipling's tradition.
George and Miriam are not.
We must of course recognise, as Kipling frequently reminds us, that
life is unfair. Let us, for instance, extrapolate twenty years from the
point where Kipling leaves the two stories. No doubt about it, George
will continue on in his perfect run, and become Viceroy. Miriam will be
the excellent wife, helping his career, arranging the appropriate dinnerparties with the right people, and being gracious and well-groomed
with the help of hordes of servants. Neither, I fear, will mix with
ordinary mortals, and neither will venture from the lavish surroundings
of the capital, save on comfortable and well-appointed visits to the
larger cities. George will nevertheless be an efficient British Proconsul,
hard working and incorruptible, though he will have little patience
with, or understanding of, Indian ways. On retirement, he will certainly
merit the Peerage which a grateful government will bestow upon him.
And if we ask, with some mild exasperation, "What the Hell has
Miriam done to deserve all this?", we must put it down to the
inscrutable workings of Providence – and lucky dreams.
Meanwhile Scott – if he doesn't die of dysentery, cholera or fever –
will ultimately obtain a moderately prominent position as Head of a
District, which he and William will serve with immense competence
and total dedication. With luck, they might even survive to retirement.
Well, Kipling would say that you play with the cards fate has given
you,20 or, (as Stalky said on a different occasion – but he laughed
uproariously as he said it), "I'm thinking of the flagrant injustice of
it."21
But Scott has had his reward, for he has the greatest of companions
by his side.
Kipling wrote very few bad stories. I would nominate "Wee Willie
Winkie" as excruciating; and a few others. But Homer nods; Browning,
Tennyson and Wordsworth wrote reams of forgettable verse; and
Dickens sometimes descends into mush. Most good writers are prolific,
and being prolific, will sometimes write rubbish. It does not detract
from their greatness, and it makes them endearingly human.
Neither of the stories I have discussed falls into that category. (True,
"The Brushwood Boy" does not please everyone, but even if you agree
with some of the critics it is worth reading for the powerful dream
sequences.) For my part, they are both excellent and compelling stories
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by a master of his craft. If "The Brushwood Boy" is out of the Kipling
mode, it is still worth studying, just as a biologist or botanist will study
an uncharacteristic species for the light it sheds on the more orthodox.
But I ask, which is the true Kipling – the Kipling we joined this
society to honour, the Kipling of the stunning phrase, the wonderful
story, the powerful poetry – but above all, the great chronicler of
humanity and humanity's dreams, victories and tragedies? In this
sense, I nominate "The Brushwood Boy" as a strange variant, a sport,
a deviant, a rivulet from the main stream – and the linkage between
dreams and reality is far less believable than in the many other
instances where he triumphantly succeeds.
Which of the stories is truly in the Kipling mode? Which couple
would you want as friends?
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RUDYARD KIPLING BY ANDREW LYCETT

Note by the Secretary. Members will have noticed that enclosed with
this issue of the Journal is a flyer advertising Andrew Lycett's new
biography of Kipling, due out in September; and they may recall that,
as announced in our issue of June 1999, he has agreed to talk about the
book at our meeting on 15 September. Members may order copies of
the book at a discounted price of £23.50 (including postage), by
telephoning 01903 828 800, quoting the reference number KSO1.
Orders from overseas will cost an extra £2 for postage. The Society will
benefit by 50p for each copy thus directly ordered by phoning, or by
completing the slip on the flyer. It is also possible to order the book
through the Society's web-site (see pages 62-63).
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H.M.S KIPLING
by MICHAEL SMITH
[Michael Smith, the Society's Secretary, has been in recent touch with the Survivors'
Association of the warship that carried Kipling's name; and he has written for us this
article, outlining the close connection between the Society and the ship. (An earlier
article about H.M.S. Kipling, by John McGivering, was published on page 26 of our issue
of September 1991.) – Ed.]

The April 1939 issue of the Kipling Journal carried a note of great
interest to our members. It reported that on 19 January H.M.S. Kipling
had been launched from the yard of Messrs Yarrow & Co., Scotstoun
on Clyde, Scotland. The ceremony had been performed by Kipling's
daughter, Mrs Elsie Bambridge, who said that nothing would have
given her father more pride and pleasure than that a ship of the Royal
Navy would one day bear his name. Mrs Bambridge was presented
with a silver tray engraved with the image of the destroyer, which is
now displayed in the dining room at Bateman's.
Earlier, in our December 1938 issue, our Honorary Secretary, Sir
Christopher Robinson, Bart., noted that the Lords Commissioners of
the Admiralty had accepted an offer by the Society to present the ship
with a bas-relief of Kipling; he invited subscriptions from members to
help bear the cost. This enterprise came to fruition: our issue of July
1940 recorded that the founder of the Society, Mr J.H.C. Brooking, had
unveiled the plaque aboard H.M.S. Kipling. He and other members of
Council were delighted to receive in return a bronze of the ship's
badge. The first, and only, Captain was Sir Aubrey St Clair-Ford; he
and the ship's company were always appreciative of the practical
support provided by the Society. It was a happy coincidence that one of
her officers, Lieutenant Niall Robinson, was the son of the Society's
Secretary. So the mutual high esteem with which Rudyard Kipling and
the Royal Navy had regarded each other during his lifetime was
continued after his death, between the ship bearing his name and our
Society.
Kipling was a 'K' Class destroyer, mounting six 4.7 inch guns and
two quintuple torpedo-tubes, one of which was later replaced with antiaircraft capacity. She served with distinction, winning seven battle
honours. Early duty was in the Atlantic; then in the Norwegian
campaign; and in April 1941 she joined the Fifth Destroyer Flotilla
commanded by Captain Lord Louis Mountbatten in Kelly. On 22 May,
having bombarded an airfield in northern Crete, Kashmir and Kelly
survived two air attacks, but early next morning both were sunk.
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Kipling, some way away under repair, closed to pick up survivors, and
manoeuvred to avoid bombers while completing the rescue. She saved
almost 300 of the two ships' companies, including Mountbatten. She
eventually reached Alexandria, although under repeated attack; and her
captain was awarded the D.S.O.
Later, on escort duty off Egypt, Kipling sank U.75 which had
torpedoed one of the convoy. After that, she was involved in the Second
Battle of Sirte, a gallant action against a much more powerful Italian
force with heavy cruisers and a battleship. But in May 1942, with
Jervis, Jackal and Lively, en route to intercept an enemy convoy bound
for Benghazi, they were attacked by Junkers JU 88 bombers, and only
Jervis survived. Of Kipling's company of 250, 221 survived, and many
continue to meet annually. Happily the link between the ship and our
Society is maintained, and in 1998 a replica of the original plaque was
presented to the Survivors' Association.
Throughout the ship's service, the Kipling Journal managed to report
on her welfare, though constrained by wartime censorship. When in a
home port, she was visited by Society members, bearing a variety of
'comforts'. Sir Christopher wrote amusingly in our April 1940 issue:
Hearing that Kipling had put into a certain port after her trials, I
thought it would be an excellent opportunity to call upon her
Captain and officers, to see my son, and to deliver to her crew a
hundredweight and a half of dartboards, darts and 'flights'
(whatever they may be), the delivery of which was beginning to
worry me. The only thing I can mention about my journey is that
it is no joke to escort a dozen dartboards anywhere in time of war.
Done up in parcels, they look (and feel) just like depth charges. I
spent most of the journey trying to persuade suspicious officials
that they could be safely examined without being first plunged into
tanks of water.
In July 1940 a facsimile of the ship's "Daily Orders" was published
in the Journal, location, date and names of personnel having been
'blacked out'. It was inspiring to see that a quotation from Kipling was
included daily. Two years later, it was with a profound sense of shock
and loss that members learned of her sinking.
The ship's badge motif' was of the Ganesha symbol on a wavy blueand-white background. A half-scale replica can be seen in an H.M.S.
Kipling exhibit in the Kipling Room at The Grange, Rottingdean,
alongside a copy of the plaque, sculpted by A. Lowenthal, which was
presented to the ship. Also on display is a model of a JU 88 bomber, a
fine photograph of Kipling, a facsimile of "Daily Orders", and the
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obituary notice of Captain Sir Aubrey St Clair-Ford, D.S.O. and bar,
who died in 1991 at the age of eighty-seven. But the pride of the
display is a beautiful four-foot scale model of Kipling, made and loaned
by Derrick Hubbard, the son of one of the survivors.
At the kind invitation of Norman Roake (Secretary of the Survivors'
Association), the Kipling Society's Secretary and Membership
Secretary, with their wives, attended the 1999 Reunion Lunch, chaired
by Vice-Admiral Sir Peter Ashmore, K.C.B., K.C.V.O., D.S.C, who
had been the Navigating Officer of the destroyer. Lady St Clair-Ford
was also there; and she had brought with her the one tankard, of a set,
rescued from the bridge and returned to the Captain when the survivors
reached Alexandria. It was inscribed "To H.M.S. Kipling from The
Kipling Society". To be shown it in this way was a very moving
experience.
In October 1946, Lieutenant Niall Robinson, D.S.C, Croix de
Guerre, gave a lecture to the Society, on "The Story of H.M.S.
Kipling". The event was briefly reported in the December 1946 issue of
the Journal, and the text was published – not in the Journal but as a
self-standing item, bearing the inscription, "No Admiralty objection as
amended". This lecture is accessible through our web-site, or a
photocopy can be obtained for a modest charge from the Society's
Secretary. It is a memorable account of dedicated service, bravery and
determination.

A DAY AT BATEMAN'S
by MICHAEL SMITH

[On 18 June 1999, there was an organised visit to Kipling's Sussex home, Bateman's, for
members of the Kipling Society and their guests. Here is the report on what was a most
successful occasion, by the Society's Secretary, Michael Smith. – Ed]

We were triply blessed. The weather could not have been better, nor the
staff at Bateman's more welcoming, nor our visiting members more
charming and enthusiastic.
The "House of the Magician" (as David Maxwell called it in his
book, A Detective in Sussex) was at its perfect best – striped lawns trim;
pleached limes brilliant green in orderly perfection; and a pond
positively inviting someone to fall in. Above all, the lightly iron-stained
sandstone glowed in unending sunshine. There was time for a chat in
the walled garden before being called into the newly refurbished
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restaurant for an excellent lunch. Fifty-four members and guests, after
enjoying the meal, were joined by another dozen picnickers, for the
entertainment on the lawn, by the "quarter-deck" – the area between the
house and the pond.
The Secretary introduced the programme by explaining that we were
reverting to a long-established tradition of the Society, by drawing on
'in-house' talent. He opened the afternoon with an 'averter of the evil
eye', a Kiplingesque ploy to ensure good weather – which worked.
This was in a passage from a long letter from Kipling to Charles Eliot
Norton, partly written on 8 December 1902 [and collected by Professor
Pinney in volume 3 of Kipling's Letters], describing bitter winter
weather at Bateman's – "a venemous [sic] snowing blowing frost"
during which "all the birds of the woods have come to beg rations."
Then John Radcliffe read "The Way Through the Woods" which was
inspired by a meeting Kipling had had in the garden of The Elms,
Rottingdean, with Josephine's friend, Christabel Macnaughten. This he
followed with "Puck's Song" – English history epitomised in the
countryside around him, in Sussex.
Next came Major and Mrs (Tonie and Valmai) Holt. Tonie set the
scene, and Valmai, using as a 'prop' a beautiful little bronze of Lord
Roberts, gave us an animated rendering of " 'Bobs' ". Tonie followed
this with "Lord Roberts", Kipling's paean on the Field Marshal's death
in France in 1914:
Never again the war-wise face,
The weighed and urgent word
That pleaded in the market-place –
Pleaded and was not heard.
Next, military followed military, with Roger Ayers presenting
amusing extracts from Candied Peel, the autobiography of Kinsey
Piele, in which he recounted how, having sought Kipling's permission
to dramatise "The Man Who Was" (Life's Handicap), he was invited to
Bateman's. Permission was then granted. However, at a further
encounter, with the proposal that a story by Kipling should be adapted
for Sarah Bernhardt, permission was withheld. Kipling objected that it
would mean artificially creating a female part for the actress's
"imperious and absorbing personality", when there was not such a
female in the story!
From Army to Navy, when Norman Roake, Secretary of the H.M.S.
Kipling Survivors' Association, movingly described the last few days
in the life of the destroyer – with which our Society was, and happily
still is, so closely connected. All of us recognised the dedication,
bravery and endurance which typified the spirit of the fighting forces.
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Next in turn was Peter Merry, who amused us with "Kipling, on our
Champions of English Pastimes", a vigorously expressed poem by
"A.C., Cricket Rhymester", in a sporting paper of 1902. It was a hostile
response to Kipling's widely resented poem, "The Islanders", with its
notorious condemnation of "flannelled fools at the wicket" and
"muddied oafs at the goals". [See pages 52-3 of the Journal of March
1998.]
Professor Tom Pinney, who was shortly due to return to California
after several months in Britain researching further material for his multi
-volume Letters of Rudyard Kipling, now gave us a glimpse of the life
'below stairs' at Bateman's in Kipling's day. This was expressed with
his inimitable dry humour, and was both informative and entertaining.
It was greatly appreciated.
Next, John Radcliffe returned to read "Harp Song of the Dane
Women" –
Ah, what is Woman that you forsake her,
And the hearth-fire, and the home-acre,
To go with the old grey Widow-maker?
which reflects the roving instinct Kipling felt, a counterpoint to his
desire to create a safe haven at Bateman's.
Finally, Michael Smith recited some stanzas of "Alnaschar and the
Oxen" –
There's a pasture in a valley where the hanging woods divide,
And a Herd lies down and ruminates in peace;
Where the pheasant rules the nooning, and the owl the twilight-tide,
And the war-cries of our world die out and cease . . .
Kipling's love for his Sussex cattle was perfectly expressed in his
description of their day in the pastoral peace of the Dudwell valley. And
that poem brought this part of the programme to a close. It had been a
varied and absorbing afternoon, relished by a rapt audience.
Jan Wallwork-Wright, the Bateman's Property Manager, to whom
special thanks are due, then introduced the volunteer guides who would
conduct our several parties round the house and the mill. We are
indebted to David Bowker, John Claremont, Arthur Tapp and Alf Case,
for making the rest of our visit so enjoyable. And to all those members
and guests who made the journey to Bateman's, participated so
enthusiastically, and provided such an appreciative audience, we offer
our sincere thanks for their support.
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ANNUAL REPORT, 1998
[The March 1999 issue of the Kipling Journal (on pages 28-29) contained, belatedly, the
Kipling Society's Annual Report for 1997. We now present the Report for 1998. Its
signatories are the Chairman of Council, the Honorary Secretary and the Honorary
Treasurer. – Ed.]

The Kipling Society, whose postal address is 2 Brownleaf Road, Brighton, East Sussex
BN2 6LB, is registered with the Charity Commissioners (No 278885) and constituted
under Rules approved in October 1979.
As stated in the Rules, the object of the Society is "the advancement of public education
by promotion of the study and appreciation of the life and work of Rudyard Kipling".
The Society is administered by a Council comprising Honorary Executive Officers and
elected Honorary Members. Those serving in the year under review were Chairman: Mr
G.C.G. Philo, C.M.G., M.C. Hon. Secretary: Mr J.W.M. Smith; Hon. Treasurer: Mr R.A.
Bissolotti, F.C.A.; Hon. Editor: Mr G.H. Webb, C.M.G., O.B.E.; Hon Meetings Secretary:
Mr RF. Merry; Hon. Membership Secretary: Lt-Col R.C. Ayers, O.B.E.; Hon.
Electronic Editor: Mr J. Radcliffe; Hon. Legal Adviser: Sir Derek Oulton, G.C.B., Q.C.;
Hon. Auditor: Professor G. Selim, F.I.I.A.
Ordinary Members: Sir George Engle, K.C.B., Q.C. (Vice-Chairman); Mr N. Entract
(from July 1998); Mr K.M.L. Frazer; Dr L. Hall (from July 1998); Mr P.G.S. Hall;
Professor S. Kemp; Dr. J. Lewins (from July 1998); Mr A. Lycett.
In furtherance of its object, and on an on-going basis, the Society:
• Publishes a substantial magazine, the Kipling Journal, distributed to all members,
dealing with matters of interest to readers and students of Kipling.
• Promotes and holds meetings, lectures and discussions, and generally encourages the
study of Kipling's works.
• Maintains in City University, London, an extensive Library of books and other
materials, available to scholars and researchers.
• Maintains a Kipling Room at the Grange Museum in Rottingdean, Sussex.
• Maintains a Web-site with information on Kipling and the Society, available to the
public.
• Maintains in conjunction with the University of Newcastle an on-line mail facility for
the exchange of information and discussion on matters of interest for academics and
members of the Society.
[continued on page 50]
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[continued from page 47]
Specifically, four issues of the Society's Journal were published during the year. The
Index to the Journal was completed, back to the first number in 1927, and became
available. Five meetings were held at which lectures were followed by discussions. The
Annual Luncheon was addressed by Sir George Engle, K.C.B., Q.C. The Library, in a new
location in City University, was formally opened by the Chairman, with a display of
Kipling memorabilia.
The Web-site was expanded, and was in active demand, considerably increasing the work
of the Secretary. A revision of the Constitution of the Society was initiated. [See pages
35-46 of the Journal for June 1999.] Officers of the Society continued to provide
information and assistance to the public, authors and the media.
During the year the Society appointed an Honorary Membership Secretary who was
tasked with managing the membership details of all the Society's members worldwide.
This has now been done, and the Society has over 500 individual subscribing members,
and 114 subscribing universities and libraries, in 21 countries, and one branch in
Melbourne, Australia, which remains active.
As well as prompting members to renew their subscriptions as soon as they fall due, extra
effort has also been put into recovering arrears. The success of both of these measures
has helped towards improving the Society's financial position, so that the increase in
subscription rates which appeared inevitable last year has been avoided, at least for the
time being.
The Society's activities are funded from accumulated reserves, annual subscription
income and donations. Various economies, aided by the printer's agreement to hold the
costs of the Journal at the previous level, and by a substantial bequest from a member,
enabled the Society to maintain the existing subscription rate and to continue to expand
its activities.
[The Society's Financial Statement for the year ended on 31 December 1998 is on pages
48-49. – Ed.]
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, 1999
The 72nd Annual General Meeting of the Kipling Society, with Mr Gordon Philo, the
Chairman of Council, in the chair, was held on 14 July at the Royal Air Force Club,
London. It was well attended by members and their guests. The following, who were
unable to attend, had sent their apologies:
Mrs G. Bligh; Mrs P. Commin; Dr L. Hall: Miss A. Harcombe; Mr M. HuntingtonWhiteley; Professor S. Kemp; Mr J.H. McGivering; Mr E.H. Marsh; Mrs M. Newsom;
Mr S. Wade.
A full record of the meeting was kept by the Secretary. The following is a summary of
salient features.
The Chairman (Mr Gordon Philo) opened the meeting and welcomed those present. He
said the Society had had a very fruitful year, and he was especially glad that its financial
position now showed a marked improvement. He had enjoyed his term of office, now
coming to a close, and wished to express his appreciation of the great amount of hard
work done by his colleagues on the Council, and in particular by the honorary officebearers, to ensure the Society's success.
The Minutes of the last A.G.M. (summarised at pages 38-42 of the Kipling Journal of
September 1998) were by general consent taken as read, and approved, and – there being
no 'matters arising' which were not on the agenda of the present meeting – were signed
by the Chairman.
The Secretary (Mr Michael Smith) said he believed the year under review had been one
of the most productive in the Society's history, since a convergence of people and ideas
had brought to fruition some long-cherished aspirations. The records had been
computerised and membership procedures strengthened. The Index of the Journal,
thanks to the labours of Mr and Mrs Morgan, had been completed in barely eighteen
months, to provide an invaluable resource. Electronically, the web-site had been
developed into a much appreciated source of information about the Society, and about
Kipling. Material originally intended for the proposed 'fact-file' had been incorporated
in the site, providing authoritative and well illustrated data. The e-mail discussion forum
was proving a source of lively exchange; while the e-mail facility itself allowed rapid,
efficient and cheap communication – albeit at the expense of what Kipling had called the
"peaceful, postless Sabbath", now only a fond memory. The Constitution had been redrafted to meet changing circumstances: approval of the amended Rules was on the
agenda of the present meeting.
The Society had been fortunate (Mr Smith continued) in being the beneficiary of
extremely generous provisions of the late Mrs Eileen Stamers-Smith's will; Council was
considering suitable ways of permanently marking the Society's appreciation of this very
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important bequest.
The Kipling Journal continued as the Society's 'flagship' product, and he understood
that the next issue (September 1999) would carry reports on the Annual Luncheon held
in May, and the visit to Bateman's in June, both of which had attracted record attendances
– and would also record the strengthening of one old link (with the H.M.S. Kipling
Survivors' Association), and the creation of a new link (with the Rudyard Lake Trust).
Mr Smith expressed his sincere thanks to the team of colleagues who had made all these
advances and activities possible.
The Membership Secretary (Lt-Colonel Roger Ayers) said that the Society now had 506
individual subscribing members, of whom more than half paid by banker's standing
order; and 105 subscribing universities and libraries. Life Members, and recipients of
complimentary copies, accounted for another 31 copies of the Journal. Though 6% of
members were currently in arrears, this was a marked improvement on the previous
year's figure of 23%. A helpful innovation recently introduced was a reminder system
whereby the month when renewal was due was automatically shown on the address label
of the envelope in which the Journal was delivered.
The Treasurer (Mr R.A. Bissolotti) presented the Annual Accounts, which showed a
much healthier credit balance than in the previous year. The Accounts were accepted. He
also said that a matter of some concern was that the fee for room-hire at the Royal OverSeas League had risen by some 25% during the year; but negotiations were in hand to
resolve, if possible, this inequity.
The Librarian (Mrs Trixie Schreiber) expressed particular appreciation for the constant
helpfulness extended to the Society by the City University Librarian (Mr John McGuirk)
and his staff. The installation of security devices had improved the safety of the Society's
valuable Library. She was also very grateful for the support of her deputy, Mr John Slater,
who (subject to election at this meeting) would be succeeding her as Librarian with
immediate effect.
The Meetings Secretary (Mr Peter Merry) said that the varied range of topics offered by
the speakers during the year had been well received. Attendance at ordinary meetings had
averaged about 40.
The Editor of the Kipling Journal (Mr George Webb) said that he would make his report
brief, since the Journal was something with which all present were presumably familiar.
He much appreciated the kind things that were often said about the high quality of the
magazine, but he stressed that its quality derived directly from the excellent standard of
contributions from members in the form of articles and letters. A main part of his editorial
function was to channel and organise this material in the way best suited to its
presentation. If the inflow of publishable items were to dry up, the Journal would
collapse. With regard to his tenure of the editorial chair, which he had now occupied for
almost twenty years, many of those present were aware that he had health problems
which made it hard to look far ahead; but he was certainly ready to continue in office for
another year if members were satisfied with the Journal and wished to re-elect him.
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The Electronic Editor (Mr John Radcliffe) enlarged upon some comments already made
by the Secretary. He stressed that the web-site was an adjunct to, and not a substitute for,
the Journal; but said that the number of members 'on-line' was steadily growing. One
advantage of the site was the speed with which information could be updated. He
mentioned other areas of the site, including "Collectors' Corner", the cumulated Index of
the Kipling Journal, and the introduction of "Bookmart", providing information on the
availability of new and antiquarian books, The Mailbase e-mail discussion forum enabled
members to ask questions, track references and initiate ideas. It had already generated
much lively discussion. The popularity of the site was attested by the fact that that during
its existence of five months more than 13,400 visits had been made to it.
The Society's Rules. The meeting was asked to approve the agenda item relating to the
Rules revised by Sir George Engle and his sub-committee (see pages 35-46 of the June
1999 issue of the Journal, tabulating and annotating the new Rules; and page 45 for the
item requiring formal approval). Sir George responded to questions, and the motion was
then put, and carried, nem. con.
Election and re-election of Officers. The following were elected, nem. con., to serve as
Honorary Officers for the ensuing year. Secretary: Mr J.W.M. Smith; Treasurer: Mr
R.A. Bissolotti; Membership Secretary: Lt-Colonel R.C. Ayers; Meetings Secretary:
Mr Sharad Keskar; Librarian: Mr J.F. Slater; Editor of the Journal: Mr G.H. Webb;
Electronic Editor: Mr J.Radcliffe.
The Chairman paid warm tribute to the retiring Officers (Mr Merry and Mrs Schreiber),
and proffered the grateful thanks of the Society.
Appointment of Independent Financial Examiner and Legal Adviser. Professor G.
Selim had expressed a willingness to continue his auditing function. His offer was
accepted with gratitude, and he was duly re-elected, as was Sir Derek Oulton as Legal
Adviser.
Election of other Council Members. Sir George Engle and Mr K.M.L. Frazer had
completed their three-year term of office; and, sadly, Mrs E. Stamers-Smith had died. Sir
George would assume the chairmanship of Council at its next meeting. Mr David
Vermont was elected to Council for a period of three years.

After the meeting there was tea, and after that Dr Jeffery Lewins (a member of Council,
and Kipling Fellow at Magdalene College, Cambridge) gave a most entertaining talk on
"Sir Edward German's settings of Kipling's Songs". His highly original presentation was
illustrated with slides and accompanied by music, including a live performance by Mr
Andrew Wickens, a chorister at Magdalene College.
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REPETITION-WORK AND RICHNESS
A FEATURE OF KIPLING'S STYLE
by DANNY KARLIN
PART I
[In September 1997 Dr Karlin, who is Professor of English at University College,
London, delivered a most interesting lecture at one of the Kipling Society's scheduled
meetings. He is always perceptive in what he says about Kipling, and it is a pleasure to
hear him. This presentation, a study of aspects of Kipling's style, was no disappointment:
learned but entertaining: original and ingenious but persuasive.
Here is the first half of what he said, ending at a sufficiently natural break-point in the
middle of the text. The second half will appear as Part II in our next issue. – Ed.]

My title comes from a late story, "The Woman in His Life" [1928;
collected in Limits and Renewals, 1932]. It refers to an ex-soldier, John
Marden, who starts a successful business after the end of the War, but
comes close to breakdown and madness because, it is said, he is "fed
up with repetition-work and richness".
I confess that I originally intended simply to lift the phrase out of its
context, and use it to describe the feature of Kipling's style which is my
subject today, his use of repetitions and parallels. I ought to have
known that Kipling wouldn't let me get away with this. I got more than
I bargained for, and I hope you will forgive me if I pass on the kick. So,
towards the end of my talk I'll be returning to the phrase, and the story
it comes from, and the larger context which they suggest for thinking
about repetition in Kipling's art. For the time being, however, I'm
going to pretend that the title has no other significance than I originally
envisaged.
Here is a passage from "My Sunday at Home" [The Day's Work],
whose narrator is standing on an overhead bridge in the tiny railway
station of Framlynghame Admiral, on a glorious summer's day,
watching a tremendous farce of Anglo-American incomprehension
unfold beneath him. At this point in the story he sees a carriage
approaching, which the American doctor caught up by the story's
intricate mechanism of mischance may use to make his escape:
I was in the centre of things, so all sides were alike to me. Here,
then, was my machine from the machine. When it arrived,
something would happen, or something else. For the rest, I owned
my deeply interested soul.
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The repetitions here work in two ways. In the first place they express
the narrator's state of mind, his cultivated, almost mannered
detachment – a detachment which satirises the Boston Brahmin, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, one of whose portentous Oriental verses provides this
story with its initial epigraph. The narrator's stasis, his indifferent
stillness "at the centre of things", is woven into the very texture of the
writing by the cadence of such phrases as "something would happen,
or something else", and especially by the way in which the word 'rest'
is repeated and embedded: "For the rest, I owned my deeply interested
soul."
Kipling chooses the word 'interested' not just because it encloses the
word 'rest', but because it can mean both 'curious' and 'implicated,
involved' – as in the phrase 'an interested party'. But the narrator is
precisely not an interested party in that sense. He watches, and at the
end of the story he shakes with laughter, like the Epicurean gods. If
there is something disturbing in this enjoyment of life as a spectacle, I
think that is absolutely as Kipling intended; in many of his best farces
– '"Brugglesmith"' in Many Inventions, for example – there is
something genuinely fearful, acting like a dark yeast in the comic brew.
I said there were two ways in which the repetitions work in this
passage, and I'll come to the second way in a moment. Before I do, let
me offer some other examples of repetition. Here is a passage from "A
Germ-Destroyer" in Plain Tales from the Hills. In this story, the
Viceroy is afflicted with an over-zealous private secretary, called
Wonder, who covets his master's power. Fate, as Kipling says, ordains
"that Wonder should blunder", and by an administrative error – which
itself involves a form of repetition, since he confuses the names
Mellish and Mellishe – the secretary makes an appointment with the
Viceroy for a man who would not normally gain access to him, a man
who is obsessed with his invention of a fumigatory – the 'germdestroyer' of the title – as a cure for cholera. In his enthusiasm, the
deranged inventor sets his noxious fumigatory alight in the Viceroy's
apartments.
The episode itself is comic, and has a comic denouement; not so the
story as a whole. The Viceroy, who is well aware of Wonder's ambition,
spreads the story among his friends, ostensibly as a good joke against
his secretary, but really in order to give him warning:
"And I really thought for a moment," wound up His Excellency,
"that my dear, good Wonder had hired an assassin to clear his way
to the throne!" Everyone laughed; but there was a delicate subtinkle in the Viceroy's tone which Wonder understood. He found
that his health was giving way; and the Viceroy allowed him to go.
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The "delicate sub-tinkle in the Viceroy's tone" is also in Kipling's
phrasing here: 'sub', which of course means 'under', takes us to the
chime of "Wonder understood" and reminds us that something
'understood' means something settled without speech. Kipling isolates
the connection between the two men, the private signal from one to the
other, by means of a play of repetitions which is also present in the
repetition of the word 'way': "clear his way to the throne", followed by
"his health was giving way". The Viceroy does not give way to
Wonder, but allows him to go, or, you might say, lets go of him, as
though letting him fall. He clears Wonder out of his way (proving
himself a more effective germ-destroyer than the hapless inventor).
I suppose' Kipling could be accused of setting up the 'Wonder
understood' joke by his choice of Wonder for the secretary's name in
the first place – he was free to call him anything he liked – and the same
might be said of this example from "The Phantom 'Rickshaw" [Wee
Willie Winkie], in which Jack Pansay, engaged to a pretty, conventional
girl called Kitty Mannering, begins to be haunted by the ghost of Agnes
Wessington, his former lover. In a period of remission from these
visitations, he says:
Kitty was delighted at the change in my appearance, and
complimented me on it in her delightfully frank and outspoken
manner. We left the Mannerings' house together . . .
Despite the element of artifice I think the trick works here; it is as
though the writer suddenly realised the opportunity which his choice of
name opened up. The emptiness and inadequacy of Kitty Mannering's
perception of Jack Pansay – she sees only a change in his appearance
– is matched by the sarcastic banality with which he returns her
compliment. But no amount of delightful Mannering can rescue Jack
from the even more frank and outspoken ghost of Mrs Wessington.
Most of the time, of course, Kipling has no need of proper names, but
simply picks up and emphasises the resemblances between words
which our language creates with arbitrary abundance. Another example
which plays on the word 'manner' comes at the ending of "Wee Willie
Winkie": "And in this manner did Wee Willie Winkie enter into his
manhood." Kipling is adapting the old proverb, "Manners maketh
man": the story is about a child who is consistently addressed as 'little
man' – the completest denial of real manhood – and this child acts the
part of a man, performs a manly action, and is therefore credited with
manhood long before he can grasp its full implications. In "To be Filed
for Reference" [Plain Tales], the drunken loafer Mclntosh Jellaludin
stumbles across the narrator and asks him to help him home:
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"... for I am more than usually drunk – most – most phenomenally
tight. But not in respect to my head. . . my head rides on the – rolls
on the dunghill I should have said, and controls the qualm."
As with 'rest' and 'interested', so with 'rolls' and 'controls': the
arbitrary connection between how words sound becomes part of the
meaning – in this case McIntosh Jellaludin's absurd, precarious but
perfectly genuine dignity. The way 'rolls' is picked up by 'controls' is
like a drunk man steadying himself.
Again, from "In the Pride of His Youth" (Plain Tales):
"I'm tired of work. I'm an old man now. It's about time I retired."
There is no etymological connection between 'tired' and 'retired' – the
first comes from an Old English root, the second from Latin via Old
French – but there is an artistic, an imaginative connection. For it is a
young man who speaks these words, and the rhyme of 'tired' and
'retired', and the flat, downcast rhythm of the short sentences, exactly
articulate his forlorn, premature senility.
Sometimes Kipling exploits a case where words which sound alike
have drifted apart from their common origin. In "Garm – A Hostage"
(Actions and Reactions), Private Ortheris's dog languishes in the care
of the civilian narrator:
. . . the long days in my office tried him sorely . . . Sometimes a
company of soldiers would move along on their way to the Fort,
and Garm rolled forth to inspect them; or an officer in uniform
entered into the office, and it was pitiful to see poor Garm's
welcome to the cloth – not the man . . .
The senses of 'officer' and 'office' were originally congruent: an
officer was someone who held an office, and the office was his official
place of business. For Kipling, as for us, and indeed for Garm the dog,
the 'office' is a place of civilian work, and an army 'officer' is precisely
not someone who works in an office.
Sometimes pronunciation reinforces or clinches a resemblance, as in
this example from "On the City Wall" [Soldiers Three], where the
courtesan Lalun's house is described as a meeting-place for anti-British
agitators, including "wandering Hindu priests passing southward on
their way to the Central India fairs and other affairs". To say 'India
fairs' is to say the word 'affairs' whether you want to or not, which
explains why Kipling says "fairs and other affairs"; and this is apt to
the context, because the 'fairs' in question are far from merely festive:
they are places where murky political 'affairs' are transacted.
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Another group of repetitions depends on the difference between the
literal and idiomatic meanings of words or phrases, which Kipling
exploits for himself and allows his characters to exploit, as in this
example from "The House Surgeon" [Actions and Reactions] :
"Cheer up, Thea. It will all come right," he insisted.
"No, Papa." She shook her dark head. "Nothing is right while it
comes."
Thea's 'it' refers to the mysterious brooding depression in the
atmosphere of the house they live in. She picks her father's
unconvincing reassurance to pieces, and reassembles the pieces to give
a more truthful meaning. She counters the vagueness of his idiom with
the particularity of her allusion.
Another example comes from "The New Knighthood", the poem
affixed to "A Deal in Cotton" [Actions and Reactions]:
Who'll shake his hand?
"I," said the Fever,
"And I'm no deceiver,
I'll shake his hand."
Again, the effect comes from the sudden shift in the meaning of a
phrase, as Fever cracks its grim joke. What applies to idioms may also
apply to quotations, as in this example from the supplement to "With
the Night Mail" [Actions and Reactions], in which a line from Bunyan
is ingeniously rearranged to provide a magazine advertisement for
parachutes:
"He that is down need fear no fall."
Fear not! You will fall lightly as down!
Kipling also takes advantage of idioms which belong to particular
dialects, as in this passage from "Friendly Brook" [A Diversity of
Creatures], in which one Sussex man says to another:
"No! 'Twadn't no stroke. It stifled the old lady in the throat here.
First she couldn't shape her words no shape; then she clucked,
like . . ."
"She couldn't shape her words no shape" translates as "she couldn't
pronounce her words at all", but the idiom wonderfully conveys the
physical nature of speech, and the old lady's struggle with words as
though they were lumps of clay.
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One last example, to show Kipling's use of idiom at its most
masterful, in this passage from "Mary Postgate" [A Diversity of
Creatures] :
Miss Fowler, moving stiffly from the hip, stamped her rubbertipped stick on the tiled hall floor. "Mary, aren't you anything
except a companion? Would you ever have been anything except a
companion?"
Mary hung up the garden hat on its proper peg. "No," she said after
consideration, "I don't imagine I ever should. But I've no
imagination, I'm afraid."
Miss Fowler's repetition of the phrase "anything except a companion"
contains a significant shift of emphasis. The first question refers to the
present, and the emphasis falls on 'anything'; and, as soon as she asks
it, Miss Fowler gives herself the answer: no, Mary is not, now, anything
except a companion. Her second question shifts the ground from fact to
speculation: "Would you ever have been anything except a
companion?" If character is fate, then Mary's present condition is a
matter of necessity, and is not the victim of circumstances, since no
other form of life was ever possible for her.
Mary's reply, also in the form of a repetition, is finely located within
what we know to be the limitations of her nature. She responds to Miss
Fowler's exasperated gesture by hanging the garden hat "on its proper
peg", and she makes her reply "after consideration". Yet this reply is
also an ironic riposte, almost a rebuke. "I don't imagine I ever should.
But I've no imagination, I'm afraid."
'I don't imagine' is usually a neutral, unimaginative equivalent of 'I
don't think'. But, whether consciously or not, Mary's second statement
brings the idiom to life. If she lacks the faculty of imagination, then her
first statement, "I don't imagine I ever should", is implicitly void.
Because she can't imagine a different life does not mean that a different
life was never imaginable or possible.
So far, the repetitions I have been describing have all been
immediate; that is, the second occurrence follows the first either in the
same or in the next breath. But there are also instances of repetition
over longer distances in a story.
I don't mean by this the use of something akin to a refrain, as in the
story "Dray Wara Yow Dee" [Soldiers Three], whose native narrator
punctuates his tale with these words meaning, 'all three are one'. Nor
do I have in mind recurring images or patterns, like the sequence in The
Light that Failed in which certain key elements – a veil of smoke, the
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red disc of the sun, a gust of wind, the words 'you little beast', and the
sensation of darkness or blindness – are repeated at intervals through
the novel, and mark the stages of Dick's tragic relationship with
Maisie.
I mean simply the same kind of repetition as I have been discussing,
but where the occurrences are separated by a longer interval. There is
a good example in "The Captive" [Traffics and Discoveries], in which
Laughton A. Zigler, an American inventor, finds a testing-ground for
his new design of light artillery by joining the Boer side against the
British. He describes to the narrator the way the Boer commando which
he joined dogged the track of a British column:
"Then we hitched on to his outposts, and vedettes, and cossackpicquets, or whatever they was called, and we wandered around the
veldt arm in arm like brothers."
A page or so further on, Zigler's sardonic view of the conduct of the
war picks up his earlier phrase:
"So we browsed along week in and week out . . . And friendly?
Friendly was no word for it. We was brothers in arms."
The earlier phrase, "arm in arm like brothers", telescopes into "brothers
in arms"; the twist in the meaning of 'arms' to mean 'weapons' reminds
us that Zigler is indeed telling the truth when he says that "Friendly was
no word for it", since the brothers wandering arm in arm round the
veldt are, so to speak, Cain and Abel.
And yet the outcome of the story is one of brotherly reconciliation,
for when Zigler is captured his British enemies treat him with personal
and professional courtesy; by the end they can be said without irony to
be brothers in arms; and Kipling's later story, "The Edge of the
Evening" [A Diversity of Creatures] shows this Anglo-American
solidarity in action against a common threat
Another example comes from "My Sunday at Home". The American
doctor has escaped from the clutch of the drunken navvy in the
'machine from the machine', the carriage which the narrator saw
approaching, in the passage I quoted earlier.
When the carriage returns to the station, it contains not the doctor but
the local squire. The navvy, however, does not know this. Thinking he
has recaptured the doctor, he tears the carriage apart and assaults its
occupant. The squire calls for help, and the narrator – still watching on
the railway bridge – comments:
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To do them justice, the people of Framlynghame Admiral, so many
as were on the platform, rallied to the call in the best spirit of
feudalism.
A little further on – again, no more than a page – the narrator describes
the navvy's reaction at being subdued and locked in the waiting room:
Till then the navvy, whose only desire was justice, had kept his
temper nobly. Then he went Berserk before our amazed eyes.
"To do them justice" and "whose only desire was justice": the shift
from the weak, almost neutered idiom to the plain indignant sense of
the word gives a sharp zest to the narrator's playful comment on the
villagers' feudal spirit. It may do them justice to recognise their loyalty
to the squire; but it is a weak kind of justice, compared with the
primitive sense of natural right which the navvy feels has been
violated. Yet he behaves nobly, if not exactly like a feudal nobleman,
until the sense of injustice overwhelms him.
The joke is that the villagers are quite incapable of doing justice to
the navvy, and he is equally incapable of understanding why they
cannot. Only the controlling narrator has an overview of events and the
command of language to express the characters' predicament.
Clearly the greater the distance between repeated words or phrases, the
greater the demand Kipling is making on his readers' attention; and in
some cases the distance seems too far to bridge. But this partly depends
on the significance of the detail. In "His Private Honour" [Many
Inventions], a young subaltern, Lieutenant Ouless, in a moment of
unguarded impatience strikes Private Ortheris with his cane during
drill-practice. The narrator is watching the scene:
I had just time to see that Ouless had thrown away his commission
by striking a soldier, when I heard the rip of cloth and a piece of
grey shirt showed under the torn scarlet on the man's shoulder. It
had been the merest nervous flick of an exasperated boy, but quite
enough to forfeit his commission. The effect of it, thanks to the
natural depravity of things, was as though Ouless had cut the man's
coat off his back.
Small actions have large consequences: Ouless's momentary loss of
control will cost him his commission, just as the small rip he causes in
Ortheris's tunic will spread into a wide tear, "the torn flap . . . falling
nearly to his waist-belt". But the principle operates in reverse, too:
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actions and events that loom mountainously over the individual
diminish in a larger perspective or against a greater scale. Several pages
after the description of the initial incident, the narrator confronts
Ouless, and gives him a piece of his mind:
At this point the spirit moved me, on behalf of the unavenged
Ortheris, to paint him a beautiful picture of his insignificance in the
scheme of creation . . . he was only one tiny dab of red in the vast
grey field of the Indian Empire.
Ouless's action in tearing Ortheris's scarlet tunic had revealed first a
small patch of grey, then a larger expanse; the narrator's image
converts this revelation into a revelation on a larger scale, a 'picture of
[Ouless's] insignificance' which uses the same colours to brilliant
rhetorical effect. The details are important and memorable enough in
the context of the story for the repetition, even across several pages, to
strike home.
[to be continued]

THE SOCIETY'S NEW WEB-SITE
by JOHN RADCLIFFE, Electronic Editor

The new web-site at www.kipling.org.uk has been created both to
serve existing members and to find new ones. It is a forum for the
Society, but also a window on to the world.
For members, it is very much an adjunct to the Journal, which will
always be the main on-going voice of the Society, and the principal
means whereby they keep in touch with what is going on. Only a few
members are as yet on-line to the web, though the number is steadily
growing.
That said, electronic publishing has the great advantage of speed.
One can write an article on one's computer, lay it out, illustrate it and
publish it to the world in minutes. We use the news page to keep
members up to date with the Society's activities. There is also the
'mailbase' e-mail discussion forum, set up by John Cram, which allows
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members to ask questions, track down references, and float ideas.
To help people build up their collections, we are creating the
'Bookmart'. This includes lists of the works, including an alphabetical
list of all the tales, and links to four of the biggest on-line bookstores.
These enable you to find current editions of books by or about Kipling,
and buy them directly from your computer. The next step is to add links
to antiquarian booksellers who are active in selling RK's works in
Britain and abroad. We have also created a special section of the site
for collectors, with a series of articles of bibliographical interest which
we are developing with the help of David Alan Richards.
There is also a section on the Society's Library, which we will
develop further over the next few months. Linked to this is the Journal
Index which members can now search on-line. The present on-line
version has been pulled together from John Morgan's three main
volumes, and John is now preparing a more thoroughly integrated
volume for early in 2000.
We are also putting Michael Smith's store of fact-file articles up onto
the site by stages, and extending the section on Bateman's. We have
recently secured permission from the National Trust's literary agents to
put some of RK's poems up on the site, which opens up interesting
possibilities. We also plan to greatly extend our archive of pictures.
All this enables us to make the site interesting to visit; and we are
getting a steady stream of casual visitors – over 14,000 by late July. Some
have a genuine interest in Kipling; others want to trace a reference,
discover the value of an old edition found at the bottom of a trunk, or find
the words of a dimly remembered poem. We respond swiftly, and
encourage them to join the Society, as some already have done.
Part of the site is only open to members of the Society, and you need
a password to see it. If you have recently got yourself on-line, and have
not yet registered for access to the site, please fill in the form on the
site, or send an e-mail to john@fastmedia.demon.co.uk suggesting a
user-name and password, and we will be glad to set this up. If you are
already a regular visitor, any comments or suggestions will be
gratefully received.
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SOCIETY NOTICES
FROM THE SECRETARY, MICHAEL SMITH
[See also the Announcements on page 5; and the outline record of the 1999
AGM on pages 51 to 53; and supplementary notices on pages 41 and 69]

RUDYARD LAKE, STAFFORDSHIRE

Kipling derived his unusual middle name from a lake near Leek in
Staffordshire, because it was at a family picnic in 1863 on the shore of
that lake that his parents had met. Our members, particularly those
living in the Midlands, may be interested to know that the Rudyard
Lake Trust has been registered as a Charity; and that its Chairman, Mr
Ray Perry, has written to say that the Trust would be pleased to develop
links with the Kipling Society. He has most kindly offered to show any
of our members round the lake, and to take them on the steamer which
now sails its waters. He is also willing to display the Society's leaflets
at the Trust's information centre. (The Trust is also in touch with
Rudyard in Montana, U.S.A., a town named after Kipling.) We
welcome this association, and I would be glad to hear from any
member who takes advantage of Mr Perry's generous offer.
Rudyard Lake, which covers 165 acres, was constructed in the 18th
century to supply water to the Trent & Mersey Canal system. It is now
owned by British Waterways, and remains an active reservoir. It is also
a popular tourist attraction, for water sports in the lake, and for walking
and bird-watching ashore; and as a focal point for exploring the
Staffordshire moors. An excellent book, Rudyard Lake: The
Bicentenary, 1797-1997, by Basil Jeuda, was published in 1997 by
Churnet Valley Books.
Mr Perry has also sent me a cutting from a local paper, indicating that
some works of art by Lockwood Kipling may have come to light in the
attic of a pub, the New Inn, in Burslem. Oak beams carved with
maritime themes, and a mural depicting scenes of slavery, have lain
undisturbed until now. Evidently Lockwood used the room to give art
lessons, and it may well be that some of the work was done by his
students; but this is subject to further investigation.

THE UNITED SERVICES COLLEGE – AND AFTER

Mr John Bynoe, who attended our Annual Luncheon as a guest of
Colonel MacFetridge, has kindly given the Society two photographs
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for our archives. In 1904, Kipling's United Services College moved
from Westward Ho! to Harpenden in Hertfordshire; and in 1912
amalgamated with St Mark's School, Windsor, to form the Imperial
Service College. In March 1939, the foundation stone of the Kipling
building was laid by Princess Alice, Countess of Athlone. One of the
photographs is of that ceremony, and the other is of the completed
Kipling House.
In May 1942 the Imperial Service College, Windsor, and Haileybury
College merged to form the Haileybury & Imperial Service College,
Hertford. We are grateful to Mr Bynoe for the photographs, and for
further information about the merging history of Kipling's old school,
which will go into the fact-file on our web-site.

H.M.S. KIPLING

[See a separate note by the Secretary at pages 42 to 44. – Ed.]

THE VISIT TO BATEMAN'S, 18 JUNE 1999

[See a separate note by the Secretary at pages 44 to 46. – Ed.]

NEW MEMBERS

We welcome the following, listed by our Membership Secretary, Roger
Ayers, in early August 1999:Mr Lee Allred (Aurora, Colorado, U.S.A.); Dr T.V.P. Bliss (London
N6); Mr James Cummings (Bookseller, New York, U.S.A.); Ms M.
Evans (Warminster, Wiltshire); Professor M.J.R. Healy (Harpenden,
Hertfordshire); Mrs D.G. Huebler (Petersfield, Hampshire); Mr Y.
Kuwano (London NW8); Mr John P. Lambert (Billericay, Essex); Mrs
C.A. Macdonald-Taylor (Colton, Staffordshire); Mr E.H. Marsh
(Brighton, East Sussex); Dr Aidan Rankin (Settle, North Yorkshire); Mr
Frank J. Reid & Miss Katie Reid (Joint Members, Hayling Island,
Hampshire); Mr J.W. Wallis (Datchworth, Hertfordshire); Sqn-Ldr
Phillip Weller (Fareham, Hampshire).
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MR B.E. SMYTHIES – AN OBITUARY BY JOHN WHITEHEAD
[Editor's Note. We announce with sadness the recent death at a great age of one of our
very distinguished members, B.E. Smythies. He was given a laudatory obituary, as a
"forester and ornithologist" of high standing, in The Times on 31 July.
He had contributed occasional items to the Kipling Journal, on such subjects as the
sagacity of elephants, the eccentric geography of "Mandalay" and the technicalities of
Indian forestry. He was always well worth reading, for he wrote with authority, but his
touch was light. He was a very supportive member of the Kipling Society, one whose
advice was valued. He also responded promptly to our recent appeal for funds to maintain
the Kipling Journal, with a splendid donation of exceptional generosity.
His career reflected the high standards of a generation, now approaching extinction,
who served the Empire abroad with commendable energy, competence and idealism.
Smythies brought to these Kiplingesque qualities a restless intellectual curiosity which
manifested itself especially in his mastery of languages and his expert study of birds. So
we asked John Whitehead (who had found Smythies invariably helpful in researches for
Whitehead's recent edition of Barrack-Room Ballads and his re-creation of the Simla of
'Mrs Hauksbee') to write his obituary. Here it is. – Ed.]

Bertram Evelyn Smythies – Bill to his friends – was born on 11 July
1912 in the Indian hill station of Naini Tal, then the summer
headquarters of the government of the United Provinces. Beautifully
situated round a lake nearly a mile long and 400 yards broad, at an
elevation of 6,341 feet above sea level, it is surrounded by seven hills,
the highest being Cheena (8,568 feet) which gives a fine view of the
snowy Himalayan range. His father was Chief Conservator of Forests
in the U.P. Forest Service, his grandfather having for fifteen years
taught botany among other subjects at the Dehra Dun Forest School.
At the age of six, Bill was sent briefly to the local All Saints School
run by nuns; then in 1920 to Mr Milstead's prep school on the northern
edge of Sukha Tal at the foot of the Cheena slopes. A maths scholarship
took him to Rugby School in England; then after a year at Christ's
College, Cambridge, reading maths and natural science, he moved in
1933 to Balliol College, Oxford, to study forestry.
Next year he joined the Burma Forest Service, as his uncle had done
before him – a profession which provided ample opportunity for
extended solitary travel in out-of-the-way places; and for ornithology,
a study that resulted in the publication in 1940 of his magnificent
volume, The Birds of Burma (revised edition, 1953). At this time he
developed a lifelong devotion to elephants, on the ways and
management of which endearing animals he became an expert.
When in 1942 the Japanese occupied Burma, Bill trekked back to
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India via the Bishenpur-Silchar track, and for a time stayed with his
parents in Kathmandu, his father on retirement having been appointed
adviser on forests to the Nepal government. For a year, Bill held the
position of Controller of War Supplies (Timber), based at Lalkhua
Junction and Naini Tal, in charge of depots in the U.P. from which
timber was sent down for export for war purposes.
In 1943 he was summoned to Army Headquarters in Delhi, and
directed to report to Major-General Wingate's headquarters in Gwalior,
whence he was re-directed to Brigadier Bernard Fergusson's 16
Brigade, training in an area of thorny scrub in the Central Province. His
long experience in Burma, and fluency in Burmese, made him an ideal
choice for appointment as the brigade's Political Officer with the rank
of captain.
The story of the brigade's adventures during the second Chindit
operation is well known from Fergusson's account in The Wild Green
Earth (1946). It was the only brigade to enter Burma on foot, slogging
it over the Patkai hills from Assam to the Chindwin, an energy-sapping
march that took from 5 February to 28 March to accomplish. They
crossed the river in motor-boats flown in from India by glider, and then
set off eastwards on another long march, all their needs being supplied
by air-drop.
Fergusson's chosen "stronghold" (a Wingate coinage) code-named
'Aberdeen' was established in a valley of Upper Burma straddling the
Meza river, protected except to the south by encircling hills, those to
the north-east being the homeland of the Kachin hill people with whom
Bill was to have a strong rapport, becoming even more proficient in
their language than in Burmese. A hut shared with the senior Burma
Rifles officer in the brigade was turned into an intelligence centre, from
which Bill set out on frequent goodwill missions to neighbouring
Kachin villages whose menfolk formed a network of scouts who
brought back reports of enemy movement. The hut was also frequented
for its excellent local cuisine, which was more palatable than the
mostly tinned rations dropped by parachute, that fed the rest of the
brigade.
When, after Wingate's death in an air crash, orders were received to
abandon 'Aberdeen', Bill (in Fergusson's words) "went on strike,
accusing me of having led the people up the garden path and then
abandoning them to their fate and the Japs. He proposed to remain
behind with them; and I gave him permission to do so, because I knew
he'd do it, no matter what I said."
Left on his own, Bill joined up with an officer of the legendary Z
Force, Micky Merton, who was running an under-cover operation in
the Kachin hills; and together they set up a secret hide-out with the
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object of monitoring Japanese traffic up and down the railway line to
Myitkyina, to provide intelligence for the American General Stilwell,
whose force was fighting its way towards that town.
Abruptly orders came for Z Force to pull out; so Merton and Bill
began the hundred-mile trek through Japanese-occupied territory back
to the Chindwin; from there, they were flown out by light aircraft over
the Patkais to Assam.
The Japanese had not occupied the northernmost tip of Burma; and
between July 1944 and April 1945 Bill, now an officer in the Civil
Affairs Service (Burma) with the rank of major, was made military
administrator of the Fort Hertz district, which gave him further
opportunities for exploring parts of the lower Himalayas hitherto
unknown to him. After the Japanese surrender later that year, he
returned to his proper job as Forest Officer in the Kachin hills until, on
Burma being granted independence in 1947, he was summarily made
redundant without compensation after thirteen years' service.
So, with his Kachin servant Samdu Mai still with him, he moved
further east, becoming State Forest Officer, Sarawak, with a period of
secondment to Brunei, and turned his attention to the birds of Borneo
(the title of his second major ornithological work, published in 1960,
and currently being reprinted).
At this time he took a special interest in the forest Dyaks he
encountered on his ornithological expeditions. A short guide, Sarawak
Forest Trees, followed four years later, and that year he married
Florence Mary Rogers – Jill to her friends – a botanical artist then a
government secretary who had worked as a teleprinter at Bletchley
Park during the war. After the wedding they returned to Europe, where
his principal interest shifted from ornithology to botany.
For the next fifteen years they lived each winter in a villa in Estepona
in the province of Malaga in Spain, from which base they made
expeditions in search of plants throughout the country and its off-shore
islands. Their studies produced Bill's last two books, Flowers of SouthWest Europe: A Field Guide (1973) illustrated by Jill, and Flora of
Spain and the Balearic Islands (1984; 1985). Summers they spent
touring in England and Scotland in their Fiat Amigo camper-van,
visiting friends and bird-watching. By then, Bill's parents had retired to
Tralee, in Ireland, where his mother, Olive Smythies, wrote two books
of Indian reminiscences. Bill and his wife settled permanently in
England in 1979.
In 1994 Jill died after a long illness, devotedly cared for by Bill. In
her honour he sponsored and funded under the auspices of the Linnean
Society of London, the annual 'Jill Smythies Award for Botanical
Illustration', consisting of a silver medal and a purse of £1000. During
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his remaining five years he lived alone in a cottage in Surrey, dying
after a painful illness on 27 June 1999 at the age of eighty-six.
Tall and slender, he was a retiring person, somewhat taciturn except
with friends he trusted, but a wonderful correspondent. He was a man
of many parts for, besides his outstanding work as ornithologist and
botanist, and in forestry, and his distinguished war service, he was a
good linguist, widely read in many subjects, especially English
literature, and a mine of information about the lower Himalayas and
their inhabitants. He was also a keen fisherman and yachtsman. He
always resisted the urging of his friends to write an account of his
varied and adventurous life; so these notes, for the most part, have had
to be pieced together from scattered references in his letters. One of the
last representatives of a dying breed, Bill will be greatly mourned by
his many friends.

THE LOOS BATTLEFIELD: A NOTE BY THE SECRETARY

Tonie and Valmai Holt (who have an international reputation for their
expertise on the sites of the 1914-18 Western Front) have kindly
arranged an interesting tour of the battlefield of Loos, where Kipling's
son John was killed on 27 September 1915. It is scheduled for 26 and
27 September 2000 – eighty-five years on. It will be made in a luxury
coach with all facilities, and the over-night stop will be at a hotel in
Douai.
Full details will be given in the December 1999 issue of the Journal,
and there will be an opportunity then to make an advance booking. The
Holts will personally conduct the tour – which I am sure will prove to
be a memorable experience. They are active members of the Kipling
Society, and many of us have heard them, as lecturers and, most
recently, as contributors to our programme at Bateman's on 18 June.
Their book about the fate of John Kipling (My boy Jack?) was
reviewed in the Journal of December 1998, at pages 40-41.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[I am glad to receive letters intended for publication. However, since more
are received than can in practice be printed, I must be selective, and reserve
– unless expressly told otherwise – the usual right to shorten a letter. In
some cases it may be possible for the text, and/or enclosures, to be
summarised under "Points from Other Letters". My address is given on the
penultimate page of this issue. – Ed]

THE CULT OF LAUGHTER, AND THE DOUKHOBORS
From Mr T. Hastie, 6 Penllwyn Park, Carmarthen SA31 3BU, Wales

Dear Sir
May I comment on two features in your Editorial of June 1998?
Kipling, in his poem "The Necessitarian", says that "I know not in
Whose hands are laid / To empty upon earth / From unsuspected
ambuscade / The very Urns of Mirth . . ." but Japanese Shintoists
believe that that boon was conferred upon mankind by Okume (a.k.a.
Ozume) the Goddess of Mirth.
The Sun deity, Amaterasu, had quarrelled with her fellow deities, and
retired in a huff to the back of a deep cave, cutting off her rays from the
world, and endangering the survival of mankind and of every living
thing. After two days the other deities invited Okume to come to the
mouth of the cave and entertain them. Whereupon she clowned and told
hilarious jokes, which made them roar with laughter. Amaterasu,
consumed with curiosity, peeped out to see why everyone was
laughing. She too began to laugh, and came out of the cave to enjoy
Okume's performance, thus restoring her life-giving rays to a grateful
world.
I like the notion that Mirth saved the human race from extinction.
Unwilling though I am to find fault with the King James Authorised
Version of the Bible, I suspect that the Hampton Court Conference of
1604-11 carelessly omitted a tenth Beatitude: "Blessed are the makers
of laughter, for they are the children of God." I am encouraged in that
belief by a passage in Umberto Eco's The Name of the Rose (page 467),
which runs: "An Egyptian work from the 3rd century of our era . . .
attributes the creation of the world to divine laughter . . . The moment
God laughed, seven gods were born, who governed the world. The
moment he burst out laughing, Light appeared. At his second laugh,
appeared Water; and on the seventh day of his laughing, appeared the
Soul."
Your Editorial refers to Kipling's view of the Doukhobors, a Russian
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religious sect who, inter alia, were pacifists and strongly resisted
conscription into the Czarist army – an attitude which brought them
much persecution from the authorities. Tolstoy supported them, ceding
to them all the profits from his novel, Resurrection (1899), thereby
enabling them to emigrate to Canada, which was crying out for
agricultural immigrants. The Czarist authorities were no doubt only too
glad to let them go. They settled in British Columbia, and are still there.
There is a broad anarchist streak in their Christianity, and they are
still strongly opposed to State intervention in their lives – even
dynamiting schools because they prefer their own traditional methods
of education. For an allegedly pacifist group, they have bitter
differences among themselves regarding their movement's policies.
One branch, the self-styled 'Sons of Freedom', staged violent
demonstrations in the 1960s, and about a hundred of them were
imprisoned. I suspect that the British Columbia authorities would be as
glad to get rid of them as were their Czarist counterparts.
Yours sincerely
TOM HASTIE

PARALLEL SCARS
From Mr P. Holberton, 1645 Hickey s Creek Road, Willawarrin,
New South Wales 2440, Australia

Dear Sir
A question for your readers. The body of Lieutenant Austin
Limmason – "The Man who Was" (Life's Handicap) – "was seamed
with dry black scars. There is only one weapon in the world that cuts
in parallel lines, and it is neither the cane nor the cat."
Can anyone tell me what that weapon is?
Yours faithfully
PHILIP HOLBERTON

"WAY DOWN THE SWANEE RIVER"
From Professor William B. Dillingham, 1416 Vistaleqf Drive, Decatur,
Georgia 30033, U.S.A.

Dear Sir
Thank you for the dispatch with which you published my little
article, "That shocking young Kipling" [June 1999, pages 12-16].
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Incidentally, after sending you the paper – which is part of a booklength study on Kipling that I am currently engaged in writing – my
research uncovered an actual reference that Kipling made to Stephen
Foster's song, "Old Folks at Home". A few years after he composed
"Way Down the Ravi River", Kipling published a story about an
American mining town, "The Bow Flume Cable-Car", in the Civil and
Military Gazette for 10 September 1889 (a short time later included in
volume 7 of Turnovers, and in 1909 in Abaft the Funnel).
An enterprising saloon owner named O'Grady wishes to form a
'company' by building a cable-car line from his saloon to the town,
Bow Flume, which is up a steep grade.
"Boys," says O'Grady, when a half of Bow Flume were lying on
the floor kissing the cuspidors and singing 'Way Down the Swanee
River', being full of some new stuff [whiskey] O'Grady had got up
from 'Frisco – "Boys," says O'Grady, "I have the makings of a
company in me."
It seems significant that Kipling left out the word "upon" in naming
Foster's song, just as he did in "Way Down the Ravi [or Ravee] River".
Cordially yours
BILL DILLINGHAM

[Professor Dillingham's article also prompted a letter from Mr Philip
Holberton, pointing out that the first line of the second stanza of "Way
Down the Ravi River" (The evening dews were falling fast) is a very
direct echo of the first line of Longfellow's "Excelsior" (The shades of
night were falling fast) — though "Excelsior" was not Kipling's target for
parody, the stanza length and rhyme scheme being quite different – Ed.]
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES AND "IF-"
From Sir George Engle, K.C.B., QC, 32 Wood Lane, London N6 5UB

Dear Sir,
There have no doubt been other attempts to make "If-" applicable
to both sexes with the minimum of alteration. A friend urged me to try
it, and I have done so. Here are my suggestions, with the new words
printed in italics.
First verse, line 3 ("If you can trust yourself when all men doubt
you"): substitute "others" for "all men".
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Last verse to read:
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or reach the top – nor lose the common touch,
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all have your concern, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds' worth of distance run,
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it,
And – which is more – Life's battle you'll have won.
Can anyone improve on this? The real problem is the last line ("And –
which is more – you'll be a Man, my son!").
Yours sincerely
GEORGE ENGLE

POINTS FROM OTHER LETTERS
KIPLING THE TRAVELLER
From Mrs Meryl Macdonald Bendle, 89 Sea Mills Lane, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1DX

Readers of the Journal will remember that we have published between
June 1997 and December 1998, under the heading of "Kipling the
Globe-Trotter", five advance excerpts from a major study of Kipling's
life being written by a cousin of his, Meryl Macdonald Bendle.
She now writes to tell me that the book is due to appear in November
1999. It will have for title The Long Trail: Kipling Round the World –
a happy echo of "The Long Trail", one of Kipling's finest and most
romantically evocative poems, which exults in the delights of travel.
This is appropriate because Meryl Macdonald (as she styles herself,
qua author) gives particular attention in this biography to Kipling's
very extensive travels by land and sea. The book runs to some 110,000
words, with numerous illustrations, and Meryl Macdonald is
publishing it herself (with encouragement from the Society of Authors,
of which she is a member) under the imprint of 'Tideway House', P.O.
Box 26, Bristol BS9 1YH (tel. 0117 9686395). A flyer accompanying
this issue of the Journal gives fuller particulars, and includes a form
enabling members to take advantage of a special price offer (£14.95
including postage and packing – cheques payable to Meryl
Macdonald). All enquiries to Tideway House.
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The Long Trail will in due course be reviewed in the Journal.
Meanwhile, from long acquaintance with its author, I believe our
members will find in it a fresh 'slant' on Kipling, and much material
that is new and of real interest. – Ed.]

"A PATRIOT IN HELL"
From Ms Maggie Butcher, Gresham College, Barnard's Inn Hall, Holborn,
London EC1 2HH

Ms Butcher has sent a cartoon of Kipling (opposite) which appeared in
the Guardian of 20 February 1999. I am reproducing it, with
acknowledgments to the Guardian and to the artist, 'J.A.S.' It is a
powerful and ingenious caricature, which shows Kipling at his least
sympathetic. However, its disconcerting harshness is quite in tune with
the tone of the accompanying text, which was a joint review of volume
4 of The Letters of Rudyard Kipling, and of Harry Ricketts's recent
biography of Kipling, The Unforgiving Minute (the latter reviewed in
our issue of March 1999, at pages 10-11). The Guardian's reviewer was
Mick Imlah, and he chose to lay great emphasis on Kipling's tendency
to depression, and to bouts of mental or nervous instability, triggered or
accentuated by the outward stoicism with which he faced personal
catastrophes like the death of his elder daughter Josephine, and of his
only son John. The review is headed "A patriot in hell", and Imlah
emphasises "the high price of [Kipling's] stiff upper lip". This is a valid
line to take: even the younger daughter, Elsie Bambridge, in the epilogue
which she contributed to Charles Carrington's biography in 1955, said
that "the two great sorrows of their lives, my parents bore bravely and
silently, perhaps too silently for their own good." But it is not, of course,
the whole story: fortunately Kipling always retained a capacity for
artistic creativity and resilience, without which some of his greatest
work, the product of his later years, could never have been written.
KIPLING'S VISIT TO THE YELLOWSTONE
From Professor David Stewart, 8302 Starling Drive, Bozeman, Montana 59718, U.S.A.

Professor Stewart has sent us a cutting from page 8 of the Bozeman
Daily Chronicle of 11 January 1999, giving notice of an impending
entertainment at the Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel Map Room, on 18
January.

The cartoon from the Guardian
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It was going to be a one-man forty-minutes theatrical presentation by
a Mr Jack de Golia, recalling Kipling's visit to the Yellowstone
National Park in 1889, during his traverse of North America. The
article, "by the Chronicle staff, noted that here was "a young man who
in a few months would take the British literary world by storm. He was
bound for "his parents' mother country", and was "travelling west to
east across the United States, chronicling his observations about people
and nature."
Mr de Golia would be in "period costume", and would be inviting his
audience to participate in the show, and "to discuss the life and times
of Kipling, the attitudes of a citizen of a great world power when
confronting a 'lesser' culture, and the experience all Montanans have
had with 'greenhorns' in Montana."
The principal source material is in Kipling's travel letters XXIX and
XXX in the series published as From Sea to Sea. He visited Hot Springs,
and describes them as "only a gigantic edition of those pink and white
terraces not long ago destroyed by earthquake in New Zealand. At one
end of the little valley in which the hotel stands, the lime-laden springs
that break from the pine-covered hillsides have formed a frozen
cataract of white, lemon, and palest pink formation, through and over
and in which water of the warmest bubbles and drips and trickles from
pale-green lagoon to exquisitely fretted basin. The ground rings hollow
as a Kerosene-tin, and some day the Mammoth Hotel, guests and all,
will sink into the caverns below and be turned into a stalactite. When I
set foot on the first of the terraces, a tourist-trampled ramp of scabby
grey stuff, I met a stream of iron-red hot water which ducked into a
hole like a rabbit. Followed a gentle chuckle of laughter, and then a
deep, exhausted sigh from nowhere in particular. Fifty feet above my
head a jet of steam rose up and died out in the blue . . ."
Professor Stewart comments: "How do you suppose that Mr de Golia
would cope with Mr Kipling's Anglo-Indian dialect?"

KIPLING AND THE BROWNIE

I am grateful to a member who supplied the quaint advertisement
reproduced opposite. – Ed.
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THE SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
The Society's Library is a most valuable resource for scholarly
research, amounting to some 1300 items – books by Kipling, books and
articles relating to his life and works, and many relevant press cuttings,
photographs, letters and other memorabilia. There is also a complete
run of the Kipling Journal from 1927. The whole collection is located
at City University, Northampton Square, London EC1V 0HB where, by
kind permission, it is worthily accommodated in premises of the
University Library. Members of the University's Graduate Centre for
Journalism are allowed access to it, on request.
So, of course, are members of the Kipling Society, if they first obtain
a Reader's Ticket from our Honorary Librarian. This is now Mr John
Slater, appointed to succeed Mrs Trixie Schreiber at our Annual
General Meeting last July. His address is 13 Canonbury Road, London
Nl 2DF (telephone 0171 359 2404; e-mail jssaki@aol.co.uk). If he is
away, members with urgent enquiries should contact the Society's
Secretary (postal and e-mail address and telephone number on page 4).
Recent acquisitions include Short Lines: a Collection of Classic
American Railroad Stories, published in the U.S.A. in 1996, edited by
Rob Johnson. It has stories by fourteen authors including Kipling,
whose ".007" (The Day's Work), the editor suggests, is "the best
railway story ever written". The book is to be reviewed.
Another acquisition is Rudyard Kipling: a Critical Edition of His
Major Works edited by Professor Daniel Karlin (writer of an article in
this issue of the Journal) for the Oxford Authors series: 740 pages;
hardback £40, paperback £13.99. It contains a substantial introduction,
a useful chronology of Kipling's life and works; and some 150 pages
of notes.
Also acquired is a Compact Disc of the first performance of a new
musical setting of "If-" presented by Sir John Chapple. The composer
was Howard Blake, commissioned by Thomas's London Day Schools
with permission from the Kipling Estate. It is to be reviewed.
Also, presented by Lisa Lewis, is the typescript of a thesis, Rudyard
Kipling: L'Esperianza Americana, submitted at Verona University in
1988 by Nicoletta Nicolis. And we have been given the typescript of
ten of Kipling's short stories translated into French by one of our
members, M. Max Rives.

THE KIPLING JOURNAL
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE

The Kipling Journal, house magazine of the Kipling Society, is sent
quarterly to all our currently subscribing members. Its contributions to
learning since 1927 have earned it a high reputation. It has published
many important items by Kipling not readily found elsewhere, and a vast
quantity of valuable historical, literary and bibliographical commentary,
in various shapes, by authorities in their field. In the academic study of
Kipling, no serious scholar overlooks the Journal's wealth of data. (The
entire run since 1927 has now been comprehensively indexed.) Scores of
libraries and English Faculties, in a dozen countries, receive the Journal
as corporate members of the Society.
However, though scholarly in general tendency, it is not an austerely
academic production. It aims to entertain as well as to inform. This is
both necessary and easy. Necessary because our membership is as
representative of the ordinary reader as of the university researcher.
Easy because there exists an inexhaustible reservoir of engrossing
material – thanks to the great volume and variety of Kipling's writings;
the scope of his travels, acquaintance and correspondence; the diversity
of his interests and influence; the scale of the events he witnessed; the
exceptional fame he attracted in his lifetime; and the international
attention he continues to attract.
The Editor is glad to receive, from members and non-members alike,
articles or letters bearing on the life and works of Kipling. The range of
potential interest is wide, from erudite correspondence and scholarly
criticism to such miscellanea as justify attention, e.g. reports of new
books or films; press cuttings; sales catalogues; unfamiliar
photographs; fresh light on people or places that Kipling wrote about;
and unpublished letters by Kipling himself, particularly ones of any
biographical or bibliographical significance.
Authors of prospective articles should know that length may be
crucial: the volume of material coming in steadily exceeds the space
available. A page holds under 500 words, so articles of 5000 words,
often requiring preface, notes and illustrations, may be hard to
accommodate quickly. Even short pieces often have to wait. Naturally,
as with other literary societies, contributors are not paid; their reward
is the appearance of their work in a periodical of repute.
The Secretary of the Society arranges distribution of the Journal, and
holds an attractive stock of back numbers for sale. However, items
submitted for publication should be addressed to The Editor, Kipling
Journal, Weavers, Danes Hill, Woking, Surrey GU22 7HQ, England.

THE KIPLING SOCIETY
AN EXPLANATORY NOTE

The Kipling Society exists for anyone interested in the prose and verse,
and the life and times, of Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936). When founded in
1927 by J.H.C. Brooking and a few enthusiasts, it met with vehement and
predictable disapproval from Kipling himself; but it quickly gained, and
thereafter retained, a substantial membership. It remains today one of the
most active and enduring of the many literary and historical societies in
Britain. Moreover, being the only one in the world that focuses
specifically on Kipling and his place in English literature, it also attracts
members from many other countries, who all receive the quarterly Kipling
Journal (subject of a descriptive note on the previous page).
As an essentially non-profit-making literary organisation, run on a
voluntary basis to provide a service to the public as well as to its
members, the Kipling Society is a Registered Charity (No. 278885) in
Britain. Its overall activities are controlled by its Council, though
routine management is in the hands of the Secretary and the other
honorary officials. There is a large membership in North America; and
an active branch in Melbourne, Australia.
For fuller particulars of its organisation, and a list of impending
meetings, see pages 4 and 5 of this issue. The Society's main London
activities fall into four categories. First, maintaining a specialised
Library which scholars may consult, and which is located in City
University, London; second, answering enquiries from the public (e.g.
schools, publishers, writers and the media), and providing speakers on
request; third, arranging a regular programme of lectures, usually but
not exclusively in London, and a formal Annual Luncheon with a
distinguished Guest Speaker; fourth, publishing the Kipling Journal.
Kipling, phenomenally popular in his day, appeals still to a wide
range of 'common readers' attracted by his remarkable prose and verse
style, his singular ability to evoke atmosphere, and his skill in
narrative. These unacademic readers, as well as professional scholars
of English literature, find much to interest them in the Society and its
Journal. New members are made welcome. Particulars of membership
are obtained by writing to the Membership Secretary, Kipling Society,
295 Castle Road, Salisbury, Wilts SP1 3SB, England. (The Society's
Internet web specification is: http://www.kipling.org.uk)
The annual subscription rate is £20 – both for individual and for
corporate members, whether in Britain or abroad. This remains the
'minimum' rate: some members very helpfully contribute more.

